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Don't Learn Safety By Accident!
Be Alert, Don't Get Hurt

FiNy i F,HILL
IN tUl
pApAUNITY NEWSPAPER. 1946

Princeton, Kt- ntm.k.y. !htn=Atoy, June 17, 1948

y Taylor Is
To State
lion Board

99 Awarded Bible
School Diplomas
At First Baptist

eviously Been
To Aid Dept.
enue In Reent Move

Commencement exercises Sunday night markesl the close of
the annual Vacation Bible School
at the First Baptist Church. The
program included a worship service, departmental demonstrations
of *ark done in each group and
exhibits of handwork of each department.
The school this year enroled 217
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.; a long-time, close
pupils who attended two days
Mrs.
Charles
E.
Denham
of
prior
Governor
and,
the
amed to the new post Herrin, Ill., and J. Hugh Mc- or more and had an average attendance of 186. Diplomas for
d responsibility, had Gowan, of Cobb, was graduated
consented to serve June 8 from the Washington faithful work and attendance
mmissioner H. Clyde University School of Medicine, were awarded 99 boys and girls
the latter's effort to St. Louis. Dr. McGowan, 23, who attended each day of the
terest in a revision of was the youngest in the class 10-day school.
Workers in the school includ,perty assessments. of 91 graduates. Dr. McGowan
now, according to entered Washington University ed Rev. H. G. M. Hatter, pastor;
rom Commissioner in October of 1944. He plans to Rev. Carl M. Overton, principal;
•eived Tuesday by The spend one year rotating intern- Miss Margaret Smith, secretary
and pianist, and Clint Hubbard, A new Blue Streak No. 32 county and environs its staff can
tether Mr. Taylor can ship at Missouri-Baptist hospitLinotype machine, latest mechan- possibly obtain, and to publish
both capacities, under al, St. Louis, and will specialize boys' handiwork.
Beginner
department: M r S. cal typesetting marvel, went into as little bad news as good ethin general surgery. He will enwill permit. We strive to
Hig the new State ter the U. S. Army in 1949. Louis Litchfield, superintendent, service in The Leader's shop this ics
Misses Eleanor Jones, Sara Rich- week with the end in view of make our paper easy to read
location, G)overnor
ie, Patsy Dalzell, Patsy Quisen- enabling this newspaper to ren- and to create the desire, in all
berry, Nancy Glenn, Barbara der a more efficient service to walks of life and among all ages
selection of the State
of persons, to read it regularly,
Franklin, Ann Qulsenberry and its readers and its advertisers.
Education, meticulous
Mrs. W. C. Murray.
The new Linotype will virtual- and with enjoyment.
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in their respective
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"It was the general opinion fact that the good people here lar citizens, died at Jermie
ontest.
that this was one of the best have been generous in their Stewart Hospital, Hopkinaville,
Others attending 4-H Week acschools ever held by this church," patronage.
Wednesday afternoon about 2:30
ivities from here were Jimmy
The illustration shown above o'clock. He had been seriously
Rev. Overton said. "A large
Wallace, Frank Pool, Floyd Metcrowd of parents and friends will give readers some idea of ill for some time and grew worse
calf, Doris Ann George, Chriswitnessed the exercises Sunday." the complex and marvelous me- Monday, when he was taken to
tine Sheridan, and Eleanor Crenau To Make
chanism of this Blue Streak the hospital. His sister, Mrs.
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dashes and borders used in ad- an officer of the First National
System for a de- I. C.
National
Bank
building
Farmers
vertisements in each issue of The Bank and later, of the Citizens
'f the present edu- Work Of W. E. Davis
Tuesday. The service provides Leader and in booklets, catalogs, Ice Company. He retired 7 years
Walter E. Davis, former Prince,,,tion here and a
facilities for deposits to be made tatements, ruled forms and many ago. He was a member of the
ed program for im- tonian and father of Mrs..Everat any hour, day or night. This other kinds of commercial print- Central Presbyterian Church, the
in the two systems, ett Cherry, E. Market, is the first
is the first such banking service
tor, superintendent of of 12 men working for the Mi- to be inaugurated in Princeton. ing. This machine, in short, puts Forum Society and had held
The Leader Shop on a par with membership in Masonic orders.
feato
be
Railroad
Central
ls, said this week.
nois
hose of much larger cities.
He was a native of Lyon county.
ey, to be conducted by tured in special company folders
No funeral arrangements had
u of School Service,'about the work of employes of St. Louis, Mo., were guests of The Leader's intention is at
of Kentucky is ex- ,the Iowa Division. Mr. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Nicnols and all times to print all the good been made as The Leader went
news about Princeton, Caldwell to press.
be completed by next who now lives at Waterloo, Ia., is other relatives here Sunday.
nable the school sys- superintendent of the Division
the following school and has been with the company
ding to findings' and 140 years. Said the folder, "He's
lions.
been responsible for the fast, ef11 County Board of ficient movement of goods rangweek approved the 'ing from tropical fruits to govSimilar action had l ernment gold."
n by the Princeton
rat months previously. Band Members To Be
Measured For Uniforms
Members of the Butler High
elevision School
lepage is in Cincin- School Band will be measured
to Saturday, this for new uniforms Monday afterding a General Elec- noon from 1 to 5 o'clock in the
1 on "Fringe Tele- band room, K. V. Bryant, director, said Wednesday.
•
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County 4-H Girls
Win Blue Ribbons

I

Death Comes To
Beloved itizen

Systems
Surveyed

members of the resident was presented with a
Business and Profes- gold pin in recognition for her
r ..n's Club heard a work during the last year. Mabel
'
State 0snvention, McLin, Charlton Gresham, Arney
.;esboro last week- T. Rawls were named a commit.. lAled new officers tee to be in charge of a picnic
night's dinner meet- to be given July 12. The group
e Henrietta Hotel. voted to discontinue parties at
Of committees were )utwood until fall.
the coming year.
Members present were Carwin
Virginia
Blades,
sh, assisted by Flor- Cash, May
of Dawson Springs, lodge, Amey Rawls, Leona Tradrt on the convention, er Robert Lee Beck, Julia Martin,
Sold cup was present- Edith Rickard, Mabel McLin, LilPrinceton Club for ian Pruett, Florence Mum, VirMcCaslin, Mary Loftus, Bee
most number of delFmdonia's newest business es- produce safeguarded in the latest
• convention
. Engelhardt, Lois Pettit, Lucilmodern super ypes of refrigerated units, has a
n Eldred, president, e Hammond, Mary Dancie Hodge, tablishment, the
hat the cup may be Wilma Vandiver, Virginia Mor- Market of T. R. Feagan, is one ull-sized basement where hardprogres- ware, electrical appliances and
the local chapter at an, Rena Hobby, Halite Owen, of the outstanding and
marts in the State, automobile accessories are disYears if it merits the Abe B. Childress, Vera Rosen- sive shopping
to the played.
on each year. The hat, Busch Cummins. Mary Wil- and would be a credit
center of any large
Florescent
lights, hardwood
eceived citations for on Eldred, Berdie Moore, El- commercial
loors, gleaming glass and stylize
nd membership.Wir- iot Brown, Elizabeth Gray, Eliz- city.
The new brick building, hous- rrangement contribute to overall
n, past-president, was beth Nichols and Dorothy Anni
on the main floor practically appearance of modern efficiency
ing
the State nominating Davis.
kind of available food and service.
name 1948 office*.
Mrs. Cora Dee Catlett, of Los every
Item, with meats and perishable I Mr. Feagan, proprietor of tl:1
huskies; session, the Angeles, Calif., was a visitor.

Program Events Are
Presentation Of Queen,
Pie Eating, Ice Sitting
And Pig Catching

VFW Contest Winner
To Represent Post At
Madisonville District
Rally July 3

Large Crowd Attends
Commencement Exercises Sunday; 217
Pupils Enroled

- Taylor, member of
tial Board of Educe( the Georgetown Col• of Trustees was bony, Earle C. Clements
• being named a mem• State Board of EcluGovernor ousted the
named seven new

Turtle Derby To
Be Held In Butler
Stadium June 25

Beauty Oueen To
Be Selected At
Capitol Theater

The 'Princeton Rotary Club will
More than 25 girls will corn
pete Tuesday night, June 22, at
sponsor its second annual Turtle
the Capitol Theater in a beauty
Derby Friday night, June 25,
queen contest and the winner
Mark Cunningham, president anwill represent the Princeton Vetnounced this week.
erans of Foreign Wars Post' at
Inaugurated last year for the
a district VFW rally in Madisonbenefit of the new memorial hosville, July 3, for a grand prize
pital, the derby will be held in
of $50. The county winner will
the Butler High School stadium,
receive $15.
'beginning at 7:30 o'clock. ProEach contestant will be sponceeds this year will go to the
sored by a Princeton business
club's underprivileged fund.
firm. The queen will be chosen
Preliminary heats will be run
by judges from Dawson Springs
with winners matched in a final
and Madisonville.
race. Prizes will be a $25 Savings
The VFW post will enter a
Bond, $10 and $5 in stamps. Turfloat in the rally on which the
tles will be purchased from the
queen and the winner of the
Rotary Club by local merchants.
baby contest, also being sponA Rotary Queen will be selectsored by the veterans, will ride. Lou Nell Russell To
ed this year. Merchants sponLocal beauties competing Tues- Compete For Trip To
soring turtles will be entitled
day and sponsoring organizations
Miami Beach
to 300 votes for the candidate
are:
Lou Nell Russell, attractive
of their choice. Other votes will
Anna Catherine Morris, Walkers Drug Store; Marcella Wood, 17-year-old daughter of Mr. and be scored by penny contributions
Wood Drug Store; Sue Trader, Mrs. H. C. Russell, Franklin placed in jars in business estabGeneral Auto Supply Store; Sue street, was voted winner Satur- lishments. "Miss Rotary of 1948"
Darnell, Red Front No. 51; Ro- day afternoon of the opening will be presented at the derby.
Other features on the night's
berta Dalzell, A&P; Janette Talbroadcast of a seven-week talprogram include a pie-eating
ley, Dawson Drug Store; Shirley
ent-beauty contest sponsored by contest, an ice-sitting and a
Farmer, Sula and Eliza Nall.
to
Hazel Fuller, Corner Drug the Paducah Chamber of Com- greased-pig contest open
Store; Clema Joyce Keeney, Ran- merce and radio station WKYB boys 10-14 years old.
Members of the derby commitdolph Motor; Patsy Horn, Mor- at the new sports arena in Pagan's Furniture Store; Marilyn ducah. For her talent number tee are Burhl Hollowell, chairTrader, Princeton Music Com- she sang a semi-classical song, man, Elwood Cook, Bruce Walrond and Ralph Randolph.
pany; Melva Cummins, Sears "One Kiss".
Miss Russell will compete in
At last year's derby, Miss BetOrder Office; Nova Lee Holmes,
Winstead Jewelers; Wanda Wad- July with winners of the five ty Jo Linton was crowned "Miss
following programs for an ex- Hospital" and Miss Nancy Carlington, Lowery Dry Goods.
Judy Pruett, Pruett' Brothers; pense-paid trip to Miami Beach din was named "Miss Rotary
Betty Dunn, Bill's Auto Store; and an opportunity to enter the of 1947."
Cynthia Cunningham, McCaslin International Radio Queen Con
Shoe Store; Betty Jo Lester, test. The contestant selected a,
Eldred Hardware; Wilma Wil- Radio Queen will receive an ex
liams, Ben Franklins; Lou Nell pense-paid trip to Havana, Cuba
Competing against Miss RusRussell, Federated; Nancy Cardin, Goldnamers; Shirley Quinn, sell were two contestants from
Kentucky Utilities, Jo Ann Wat- Paducah and two from Fulton. Son
Of Mr. and Mrs. R.
son, Joiners Hardware; Jo Ann The girls were judged for talent,
personality,
showmanship
C.
Tuck
Lost Life In
King, J. C. Penney's, and Rosella
Cotton, Templeton's Greenhouse. and beauty.
Morrocco
A graduate of Butler High Funeral services for
Western Auto and McElroys
S-Sgt. WilStore have not announced their School, Miss Russell was award- iam Gilbert Tuck, 21, son of Mr.
ed a superior rating for her per- rid Mrs.
entries.
R. C. Tuck, S. Seminary
Shelby Pool and Bayless Wad- formance this spring in the State street, who was drowned in sclington are in charge of Arrange- music festival. She was a star in ion overseas in French Morrocco,
ments. Deadline for other con- the 1947 Butler "Follies" and Northwest Africa, November 9,
testants to be 'entered is Friday, sings at the first Baptist Church. 1942, will be held Monday, June
Other preliminary contests will
they said.
21, at 11:30 o'clock at Zachary
Harold Hollowell and Marvin be held each Saturday afternoon Taylor National Cemetery, LouisDarnell are in charge of build- at 1:30 o'clock until six finalists ville.
are chosen.
ing the VFW float.
The body was returned from
overseas several weeks ago to
12 Princeton Scouts
Columbus, 0.
Goodaker To Work On
Sergeant Tuck, a graduate of
To Attend Summer
Master's Degree At UK
Tilghman High School, Paducah,
Russell Goodaker, City school Camp At Owensboro
lost his life during the first inttendance officer and Eastside
Twelve Scouts from Princeton vasion of World War II. He servrincipal, left Wednesday for the Troops 39 and 42 will attend the ed 3 years in the Army Air
University of Kentucky, Lex- annual Boy Scout Camp at Ow- Corps. He was a member of the
ngton, where he will work on ensboro for a week beginning Pineville Christian Church, where
iis master's degree in adminis- Sunday. Joe Weeks, Scoutmas- the Tucks -resided at the time of
tration supervision during the ter of Troop 42, will accompany his death.
ummer term.
the group.
Survivors include his parents
Campers from Troop 42 are and a sister, Mrs. John Distler,
Buddy Stroube, Howard Stone, Pineville, all of whom will atJr., Bubs Harralson, Carl Flynn, tend the funeral.
'Charles Babb, Reese Tandy, John
Loftus, Jerry Loftus, Jerry
P'Pool, Charles P'Pool and Ron- Orbie Mitchell Gets
nie Ladd, Jim Fisher will rep- Responsible State Post
resent Troop 39.
W. Orbie Mitchell, former sherScouts were given free medi- iff here and for 5 years a field
cal examinations by Dr. W. L. agent for the Alcohol Tax Unit,
Cash, County Health Department U. S. Department of Revenue,
director.
went to Frankfort Monday where
he will assume his new duties as
director of field agents in the
Drains On Vacation (
Mr. and Mrs. H. Merle Drain State Alcohol Tax Control deand daughter, Lou Ann, and Mr. partment, Guy C. Shearer, comDrain's father, Harry Drain, of missioner. This appointment was
Panna, Ill., left Sunday for a two received with pleasure by Mr.
weeks' vacation trip through the Mitchell's many friends here,
Blue Grass region and the Great expressions heard this week inSmoky Mountain National Park. dicated.

Local Beauty Wins
In Radio Contest

Body Of War Hero
Is Received Here

Two Counties Adopt
New Farm,Home Program

market, has been in business in
Fredonia 25 years. The last 17
years he served the public in an
old building adjacent to his new
market.
Floral tributes decorated the
nterior of the new establishment
t the opening, when hundreds of
Visitors from Caldwell and surunding counties came to buy, to
offer congratulations and to see
e long aisles of merchandise

Lo

tastefully displayed.
The building is 48 by 58 feet
and has large display windows
fronting the main highway. Gasoline facilities for the motorist
are also in front, permitting complete one-stop shopping service
for almost any kind of need.
Mr. Feagan extends an Invitation to the public to visit the
new market any time.

Warren and Todd counties
have adopted the recently inaugurated Kentucky Farm and Home
Department Program.
Agricultural Extension committees in both counties voted
unanimously to accept responsibility for carrying out provisions
of the program announced earlier this month by the University
of Kentucky's College of Agriculture and Home -Economics.
Purpose of the long-range
plan, the college stated, is to
make farms more productive and
profitable, to modernize 'farm
homes and in general to increase
incomes of farmers, and make
farm life more attractive and
satisfying.
Thirty farm families in each of
the CWO counties adopting the
program will be selected to take

training courses in the principles
and practices proposed in the development plan, it was said. This
preliminary training will be given in September, October and
November.
Next spring at least eight families in each county will receive
further training so they may
make demonstrations of improved farm and home practices for
the benefit of their communities.
The eight families in each
county will represent magisterial districts, communities, geo,graphical areas, or moil types in
their respective c unties.

gram will reach
to every seetion of each county, officials of
the college of agriculture said.
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good by printing foreign, Washington,
metropolitan and State news almost exclusively on their front pages, neglecting
almost entirely to have anything displayed prominently in their publications dealing with the doings of their home folk.
Small towns, yes and villages, are the
best bulwarks of the American way of
life we hear so much about; for down
where the grass roots grow, folks are
real and the humanities are much more
in vogue and in evidence than in the
cities of our own land, or elsewhere.
But Commissioner Reeves was right in
deploring our neglect of the first duty of
good citizens . . . taking a real interest
in our community's affairs and seeing to
it that basic things needed to provide the
fundamental essentials which go to make
for a full, happy and reasonably satisfactory life are provided for ourselves and
our children.
The situation in which we Lind ourselves, as regards Mr. Reeves' business
(which is revenue) and which brought
this splendid young Kentuckian to o u r
community to try to help us find a solution to our problem, is the result of long
neglect ...of too many good citizens closing their eyes to what they have long
known was a sorry condition of affairs, or
following the easy path of those whose philosophy works out in "what's everybody's
business, is nobody's business".
We know Mr. Reeves is right when he
says democracy cannot endure unless
those who enjoy its benefits are willing
to pay the price; for liberty demands
eternal vigilance and no people can long
benefit by trying to get something for
nothing.
Democracy, like charity, truly begins
at home. Let us do our part to strengthen
and improve our way of life rather than
continue to ignore conditions which cry
aloud for correction.

bri

- Underwood Helps Democratic Cause
The entire political outlook for Kentucky Democracy took on a rosier hue
last weekend when Tom R. Underwood,
brilliant and personable editor of the Lexington Herald the last 13 years and heir
to all the best of the Breckinridge tradition as it applies to newspapers, accepted
the call of his party and announced his
candidacy for the seat in Congress relinquished by Virgil Chapman. He will add
great strength to the Democratic ticket,
State-wide.
We predict there will be an enormous
turn-out of Democratic votes in the Sixth
district for, including Congressman Chapman, the illustrious Billy Breckinridge,
Henry Clay and the other greats of the
famed Blue Grass region, no more popular man, personally and politically, ever
offered for office there or anywhere else
in Kentucky.
Tom Underwood has been the actual
leader of the Democratic party in Kentucky for years. Modest to a degree seldom
found in men who give so much of their
time and talents to public service, the
Lexington editor has helped many to
achieve their ambitions, has been a powerful wheel horse in party work, has written speeches for candidates, directed campaigns and counseled for harmony and
victory time without number .. . but always standing in the background, so far

This is an essay on bees and human beings, with some pointed comparisons, and
I hope the little honey makers won't be
offended.
I became an apiarist the other day. An
amateur, of course. Two hives would
hardly qualify anybody as a professional,
would they?
Noticing much sweet clover growing
on the place, Cousin Roy Galloway, out
here to fish in our ponds, remarked that
we ought to capitalize the clover nectar
by putting bees to work making hOney
for us. He even volunteered to give us a
couple of swarms.
tar it is like an overloaded airplane.
Honey bees achieve perfection in team
work as well as in manufacturing the finest sweets we humans know about. The
only members of the swarm that do no
industrial work are the king and queen,
whose function is propagation.
No loafing is tolerated. Every worker
has to do his job. And cooperation Is just
about perfect.
One extremely hot night I was with
Editor Harris in his apiary, and heard a
steady buzzing sound coming from the
hives.

LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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Clyde Reeves, Kentucky's brilliant
commissioner of revenue, made a strong
plea for more attention to preservation
of the bulwarks of democracy in his address here last week before the Kiwanis
Club-. . . appealing for more interest by
good citizens in their government, here
at home.
He said the home is the backbone of
civilization, a widely recognized fact, and
then asserted that we have no better tax
system and rio better government than
we want and demand and expressed his
concern that our governmental house is
weakening because of the neglect of its
component parts . . . citizens like you
and like us.
Mr. Reeves said newspapers remind -him
of government as we have it today because the international news is played on
Page 1, Washington news on page two
and three, State and metropolitan news on
pages toward the back of the paper . . .
and local, down to earth news of home
folk not at all.
He wasn't talking about The Leader or
t h e other 8500 community newspapers
which are issued weekly or semi-weekly in
the United States. No Indeed; for our
chief concern is for the people of our
community . . . our sole reason for
existence the fact that we print the
small, intimate homey news items,
such as Mary Jones visited Katie
Smith Sunday. Community newspapers
are strong and, we believe, always will
have their proper place in the scheme of
things in a democracy . . . for they get
many persons' names into print which
otherwise never would appear in type,
anywhere.
Home news is first with The Leader;
and we have often remarked to some of
our good friends among Kentucky's Fourth
Estate who publish daily newspapers in
cities and towns niany times the size of
this that, in our humble opinion they do
their readers ill service and themselves no

PRINCETON

as personal ambition: or desire for power and glory were concerned.
He could have been the gubernatorial
nominee at least twice and, many Democrats felt, should have been the senatorial
nominee in 1946 and this year; but never
would permit his name to go before the
voters, since always some friend desired
the honor.
Now Editor Underwood, very probably
with no desire himself to go to Washington, accepts the "draft" by district leaders and will, beyond doubt, leave the journalistic field he has graced so notably and
so long, for the halls of Congress, where
certainly he will be for as long as he
wishes a strong bulwark for his party, his
state, his district and his people, helping
to safeguard, with all his mentality and
strength, the American way of life.
We admit to a feeling of sadness because Tom Underwood is leaving the editorial helm. His writings have for years
guided us and other Democratic editors
in 'good years and in lean periods, and
he will be greatly missed. But many
thousands of Kentuckians are rejoicing
that he goes into the larger sphere of
service, for they know him of old as
loyal, able, true and courageous . . . exactly the type of Kentuckian needed in
the high places in these times which
truly try the souls of men.

"Are young bees getting ready to
swarm?" I inquired.
"No, that's the aircooling system at
work. Some of the bees are fanning fresh
air into the hive. They work in relays.
One crew will fan the hive with their
wings for a certain length of time, then
another crew will take over. This goes on
all night, or until the temperature eases
down. The relay system is timed perfectly. It could not be better if the bees had
a clock."
There are no labor trouble among honey bees. No strikes. No picket lines to keep
willing workers away from their jobs. And
every member of the colony works for
the common good, for the welfare of the
community. Even when young bees swarm
and go out in search of a new home, there
are no disputes, no disagreements. Maybe
it is discipline. You may call in instinct.
Whatever it is that determines the action of bees, we know these insects have
something human beings have too little of.
If we humans here in Kentucky had
one-tenth as much community cooperation
as bees, the state would be ten times as
good a place to live in.

N

do credit to the State, himself,
and the normal school.
*
*
•
Pennyriler and better half had
lunch last Friday with Miss Fan
Underwood, whose distinguished
son will soon go to Washington
as senator from the district once
Clay,
by Henry
represented
more latterly for 20-odd years by
Virgil Chapman. Miss Fan said
she told Tom she was for him
if he wanted to leave the Fourth
Estate for Congress . . . but declined to commit herself as to
whether this is a good idea. It
is certain newspaperdom in Kentucky suffers great loss by Editor' Underwood's removal to the
Washington scene but Kentucky
will gain an outstanding statesman, who should, in time, measure up to the best the State has
ever had.
*
*
*
'Plenty of campaign oratory is
assured this summer with Virgil Chapman, one of the naand
tion's foremost orators,
John Y. Brown, master of the
phrase, opposing
vituperative
each other in the senatorial contest. Virgil's type of speech is
much more attractive to this reporter . . . but John Y. appeals
strongly to something in a lot
of folks who incline to the hellfersartin sort of stumping.
*
*
*
Another highly colorful speaker . . . who will not have to
take the stump at all since he
has no opposition for the nomination . . . is Tom Underwood,
best in the State for humor and
down-to-earth philosophy. Editor
Underwood, drafted for Chapman's Congress seat, will be a
treat for tired congressmen . . .
once his freshman status has
worn off and he takes the floor
to address the lawmakers in his
own inimitable style.
*
*
*
Virgil Chapman being opposed
by John Y. Brown is nothing
new in Central Kentucky; in fact,
these gents are long-time political enemies who can safely be
counted upon- to make the
the
w.k.welkin ring . . . and
headline writers take care. I con• e
fidently expect to hear more
Wallis, about the swimming pool (and I
Hon. Frederick A.
known
philantrophist don't mean the new one at the
widely
and State leader, was one of five golf club here) along about next
men to be awarded honorary de- month.
grees by Centre College at its
125th commencement exercises
June 13. Mr. Wallis has a wide
circle of friends hereabouts who
admire and respect him for his
work, early in life, among the
prisoners at Eddyville State Penitentiary, and for his humane activities over a long period of
years.

HE WHO LOVES A CITY
He who loves a city,
Loves a crowded place;
He who loves a little town,
Loves a friendly face.
He who loves a city,
Loves towers looming high;
He who loves a little town,
Loves a sunset sky.
He who loves a city,
Loves life's uncertain lease;
He who loves a little town,
Loves familiar peace.
(Dorothy Agard Ansley in the
June Rotarian)
*
*
*
Charley White didn't get lost
among the 11,200 Kiwanians who
attended the Kiwanis International convention at Los Angeles
last week . . . or hadn't when
he dropped Pennyriler a postcard
saying everything was lovely, especially the weather, the sceery and the gals. Charley was
the Princeton club's official delegate to this big conclave.
*
*
*
If our good friends H. A. Travis
and Howard McGough would
only take the same interest in
the other appurtenances of our
printshop which they show in
our paper cutter . . . we would
have a backlog of help in times
of stress that would really be
wonderful!
*
*
*
Dorothy says she has had several propositions from local ladies
for husbands who will put up
$10,000 or more for a wife, since
the Lawlor thing made the front
pages. But none has kicked in
with the copy as yet. A while
back we regularly received a
classified from a farmer of this
section who wanted a wife . . .
but did not mention paying anything for her.
*
*
*
Not even Bob Stevens, long
time promoter of baseball here,
could have been so pleased as
were Jackie and David with Jim
Pickens' pitching triumph for
the locals last Sunday. And these
kids grieved exceedingly when
Pick stopped a very hot liner
he wished he'd let go through.
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for another manufacturer developed a clutch of his own and sold
of
it first for the Jeffrey Quads
funWoAd War I. That laid the
dation for a. fortune that was
By W. G. Rogers
Increased by a wide variety of
as clocks,
MR. CLIITC}I: THE STORY OP' other ventures, such
tubes, refrigerators,
GEORGE WILLIAM BORG,. television
Borg-Warner name.
by Robert J. Casey (Hobbs- under the
The author, very free with his
Merrill; $3.50)
also very free with
Born in Iiwa and raised in praise, is
But readers
"genius".
word
of
the
sun
the
was
Moline, Ill., Borg
names in
big
the
remember
who
after
who,
a Swedish immigrant
of these big insome years of barely making the early years
enjoy the book,
both ends meet, became associat- dustries will
himself will enjoy
ed with Marshall Beck in a though Borg
manufacturing project where the it most.
THE MOUSE WITH RED EYES,
boy got his chance.
by Elizabeth Eastman (Farrar,
of
decade
It was in the first
Straus; $2.50)
this century, when cautious
Alexander Hubbell, in her
men, like horses, were afraid of
unmarried,
mid -twenties an d
the automobile.
the home
George saw a future in it, and in meets Brad Williams at
brother-in-law and
doing a machine job on a clutch of her sister,
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She's considerate of others
She never interrupts
when line is in use

She gives party called
time to answer
-- -SOUTHERN BeLL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Incorporates,

4

Mary had a little lamb.
It's fleece was white as snow.
But everywhere that Mary went,
'Tyres her calves that stole the
(Office Cat Column,
show.
Hopkinsville New Era)
*
*
*
James T. Norris, a fine newspaperman and citizen of Ashland, associate editor of the Ashland Independent, a past president of the Kentucky Press Association, prominent Rotarian,
past State Commander of the
American Legion, a farmer and
graduate of Centre College . . .
is one of the new regents named
for Morehead State College. He
is one of Gov. Earle Clements'
notable appointments and will

The "confused" flour beetle is
actually known by that name
among entymologists because of
the confusion scientists have had
in naming it.
• • •
The average American roach
grows to about 1I4 inches long
and has a normal life span of
about 14 months.
•.•
This is the year 5708 on the
Jewish calendar.
• • •
The question of how arteries
and veins in the human body
were connected remained unanswered until 1681 when an
Italian anatomist discovered tiny
connecting vessels with the newly invented microscope.
• • •
Wine-tasters never drink wine;
they sniff it for bouquet and aroma and then sip a little--but they
never swallow it when on the
job.
• • •
best
The
European white
wines—Rhine and Moselle wines
—come from the Riesling type
grape.
• • •
The word "sherry" is believed
to be a corruption of the word,
"Jerez", a Spanish city famed
for its wine.
• • •
Sarah Bernhardt earned about
$9,000,000 during her international stage career.
• • #
Harriet Beecher Stowe's "Un
ele Tom's Cabin" sold 2,500,000
copies in 1862, the year it was
published.

The revolutionary NEW Ford is on display in
our showrooms right now! It's the newest, smartest car
we've ever sold, this completely different NEW Ford
in your future!
Come in today. Let us show you the '49 Ford's "dream
car" silhouette ... and 59% more rigid "Lifeguard"
Body . and wider scats ... and "Picture Window"
Visibility. You'll agree... here's "The Car of the Year!"

' Window*Vsibilib/
Picture
. . . more than 211‘squore
driving lots

feel

to make
pleasanter and safer. Even the
rear window is windshield bigl

of gloss,

Let us show you.

your soil
7.1a Ship We .. . you ride in the level
section of the new Ford, where the
going's smoothest. You ride on "Hydra-Coil"
Front Springs and "Para-Hex" Rear Springs,

center

for extra comfort.

. . with 35% more braking
power . . . stop the new Ford on
o dime, at a tip-toe touch. That's
one of the reasons it's a sweet-

heart to drive.

. But why
should we tell
y o u about
theme Come in and find lout how
ford's
much room there is on the new
sofa-wide seats!
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News representing lives, hopes,
dreams and ambitions of those
By JOHN S. GAHONER
who made up the populace of
Princeton and Caldwell county almost
Kentucky Conoco of Agriculture
40 years ago recorded nowhere
but
in
the
yellowed
files
of Twiceand HOPI. Economics
A -Week Leader of those years will
be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced
just
as
the
Princeto
n
reporters, ahortly after the turn of
WINTER POTATOES
the century, wrote them.
•
April 7, 1925. Miss Bernice Mc- course
If Irish Cobblers are planted
at the high school aduitorhave
farm
farmers
had
ny
Caslin is visiting friends at Beth- costume,
in March and April, they are
at the concluding numvoirs or ponds built which el Female College,
Hopkinsville. ber of the Woman s Club Lyceum
not satisfactory potatoes to store
not ,peen satisfactory due
ium.
for next winter, as they start
emsge poorly constructed
April 7, 1925. Mrs. A. C. Nucksprouting in mid-winter unless
. insufficient drainage area ols, of Stuart, Fla.,
April 7, 1925. Mrs. Forrest Terand W. H.
the storage place can be held
Nuckols, of Pocatello, Idaho, are ry has had a successful nasal
opa good permanent reservoir visiting their father,
uniformly at 40 degrees. Much
J. R. Nuck- eration by Dr. H. G. Reynolds,
careful
consider
built
abe
ols, who has been quite ill for of Paducah, and is now
better
potatoes for this purpose
at
home
given
locato
the
should be
several days, but is now very and able to again be in the
result from later plantings, t,,
local
The area that drains into much improved.
Mr. W. H Claim Agent's office.
mature just as frost strikes Se,,
uld be not less than 7 or 8 Nuckols reports there
is plenty
eral varieties are useful for this
for a medium sized reser- of snow in Idaho.
April 14, 1925. Judge G. G.
purpose, but for the time being
% acre in area and an averHarrelson has returned from a
only two will be discussed whose
of six feet deep. A deep reApril 7, 1925. A rare treat is business trip to New York, where
planting time is through the
s has less area for seepage in store for Princeto
n people to- he attended the National Textile
evaporation.
month of June.
night, when Miss 'Frances Eld- Association Convention.
One is the "July Potato", a
.,,ore trench at least three 'or red will
make her first appearname collectively used for Mcfeet wide extending down to ance since her
April
study
17,
abroad,
1925.
We
know a
and
Cormick, Peachblow and to a
wbsoil throughout the length will sing
a number of songs in Hopkinsville man who used to RODEO RIDER ESCAPES DEATH — This remarkable action
limited extent, Jersey Giant.,
e darn is an important step
call his wife the light of his life, picture was taken at Point Reyes, Calif., rodeo at the moment
Seed for the July potato is not
eventing seepage.
ous and loose and is more likely
till she got to going out too when it appeared a bull was about to gore to death Lloyd Lippi,
possible the reservoir should to let water seep through. This
generally handled by seedmen,
a
contestan
t,
but
Lippi escaped with bruises because his flying
much—Hopkinsville New Era.
except here and there some Mclocated that a spillway for top soil may be used in finishhat attracted the bull's attention— and the bull charged
the
hat.
Cormick, but many farm familow water can be construct- ing off the top and lower sider
May 8, 1925. Mrs. A. Koltinsky Hawk Hyde, writer and photographer, made ,the picture just
lies have their own seedstock,
round one end of the dam. of the dam so that grass sod may will
leave Thursday for Ashville, as the bull's eye caught sight of Lippi's hat. (AP Wirephoto)
spillway should be wide be established quickly to prevent
saved perhaps for generations.
N. C., to visit her brother, Mr.
Club, and Mrs. F. K. Van Arsdel,
However, seedmen do have seedr
shallow and well sodded to erosion.
Ben Kaufman.
of the other variety, Green,
Fill the core trench and center
of the Woman's Club left here
est washing. Other types of
Mountain, to be pranted in the
•ays could be used but are of the dam with subsoil in layers
May 15, 1925. Mr. and Mrs. the first of fh=veek for Henderexpensive.
latter half of June. This seednot thicker than 12 inches. Each
Keith Lide, Sonny and the baby, son, where they will attend the
stock is the surplus that potato
e reservoir should never be time the dozer pushes up a load who have
been guests at the state meeting of the Federated
Three Kentucky Veterans of men in Michigan and Wisconsin
ed over beds of gravel, sand, of dirt he should run the full home of Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
L. Mc- clubs, convening at Henders
have over their planting needs,
k containing seams or lay- width of the dam so that it will Lin, on
on Foreign Wars posts
have been
Washington street, have
and which is shipped out as
less these beds are covered be packed firmly as it is built.
returned to their home in Evans- this week.
selected from among the more
tablestOck. If it can be recogThe water side of the dam ville.
we or six feet of good tight
than 8,000 VFW posts in the na- ni* as Green
should have three feet of slope
Mountain "old
tion for outstanding community potatoes" for table use, it is exa bulldozer is used in con- for every foot of heighth and
destroyed by a fire that
May 15, 1925. Miss Mildred
cellent seed.
tint the dam the first thing the dry side should have two Pool,
who is attending Ward-Bel- b urned nine d ays. When the fire service last year.
Not all old potatoes to be
should be done is to scrape feet of slope for each foot the
The 'ate overseas veterans
mont College, in Nashville, spent started Nero was 35 miles away.
y top soil and pile it to one dam is high.
posts honored in the national con- found on the market are Green
the week-end with her parents,
. Grass roots and other simitest are Clark County Post No. Mountain -some may be White,
Reservoirs constructed in this Mr. and Mrs. R.
M. Pool.
Korea was the name given to
material in the top soil make manner will pay for their slight5186 at Winchester, winner of the New Yorkers. The distinction can
the northeastern Asia country by
desirable to use in construe- ly higher cost in extended length
be made by observing the color
May 22, 1925. Mrs. Thos. Cash, Europeans. Orientals call the intra-state competition; Post No.
of a dam as this soil is por- of service.
1913 at Hopkinsville, and Leitch- of the sprouts. Those of Green
Jr., president of the Booklovers' country Chosyon
field Post No. 5835. In addition, Mountain are creamy white, but
Post No. 5480 at Madisonville the sprouts of New Yorker are
and Hazard Post No. 7387 receiv- ilavender and reddish purple. The
latter has not proved itself as a
ed honorable mention.
The three winning posts will good variety for growing in Kenreceive VFW National American- tucky, but Green Mountain is exism plaques at the Kentucky De- cellent. Besides, its table quality
partment Encampment in Padu- is of the highest.
To have best success with sumcah June 24-26. The winners were
[
selected for their unselfish, pat- mer-planted potatoes, land should
riotic service of direct benefit be used that was broken in April,
to their respective communities and kept in good condition and
between April, 1947, and March free of weeds by frequent disk-!
ing and dragging, so that all the:
1948.
winter moisture is still intact.
As this crop does most of its
growing during warm weather,
So you've dreamed of building a new home for a long,
Scab is a danger, and seed treatlong time. And now you're ready to go ahead. (Or
ment should be included. Also,
as the soil at mid-summer is relmaybe you're just going to remodel the one you have.)
atively dry, seed pieces should be,
in
cut 48 hours ahead of planting'
PRINCETON
so that they may "heal" and
form a "false skin." Planting,
too, should be deeper than for
early potatoes; 5 inches is excellent.

Princeton Music
Company

TODAY and FRIDAY
Of Happy-Go-Lucky Love!

Passion ... Fury ... Conflict... A New
High In High Adventure!...
EVER! MAN WHO
SOUGHT II COURTED
DISASTER I

Walter HUSTON
Tim HOLT
Bruce BENNETT

SATURDAY, JUNE 19— OPEN 10 A. M.

Fast and furious adventure ... when iron men lived
and ruled
with their guns--the only law they knew.

George
O'BRIEN

Ray
WHITLEY
-- in —

"GUN LAW"

— Also! —
NO. 7 — JESSE JAMES RIDES AGAIN"
DONALD DUCK in "LITTLE HIAWATHA"

Tarzan at His Best!
FILMED IN BEAUTIFUL ACAPULCO, 11111LTJC01

Johnny
WeiSSmuiier
Brenda joyce
LINDA CHRISTIAN
(HETA

Plus These Swell Shorts
"28 YEARS OF ACADEMY AWARDS"
EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDY
PARAMOUNT NEWS

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22 - 23
Frank Borzage's
Fast moving drama of love and horses.

You've made and discarded a hundred
plans, but there's one thing common to all of them.
Built-in features that enable you to make the most
of today's electrical conveniences.

Employees in Charge, Values Galore
Through the Store.

White and asstd. colors.
A real buy.

$2.00
Terry Towels
Generous 22x44-in size.
Asst. colors.
-

go-flwo,

*los° W's d
II. (A the wc.A °two'04 ivaaest

"THAT'S MY MAN"
starring

$1.00 and $2.00
'Be sure that Adequate Wiring* is evident in every
room. Adequate Wiring is as essential as plenty of
closet space, and r-o-o-m to live in. Only then can
YOU be sure your up-to-the-minute home will remain
up-to-the-minute—more comfortable and convenient
to live in, and with peak sale and rental value.
Specify Adequate Wiring while your home is still in
the blueprint stage. It's easier than adding it later.

Pad and Cover Set

Luncheon Cloths

siiPs

DON AMECHE
CATHERINE McLEOD
— Added Units! —
MIGHTY MOUSE COMIC — WORLD OF SPORTS

THURSDAY and FRIDAY, JUNE 24 - 25
WHEN SHE GETS A NOTION...
THERE'S APT TO BE A COMMOTION I
and it's every playboy for Menai

Printed designs. Size 49x50-in

$1.29

Van JOI-INSON
• June• AllYSOM

FREE SOOKLIT I Wriits re. roll m.,ewer!
offiro for • coos of dm Ariegoots
Mostool. Ss. how vastly and inesponsirotv
yots con looks mar* rows hon. iv vexed
I.. tomorrow's

Window Shades

Water color cloth. Washable. White
and pongee.

Men's Pants
LARGE ENOUGH ENTRANCE WIRE —
No.6 wire or bigger, to carry enough
Power to ell lights and opyllo"•$ 100
%reed to own.

PLENTY OR OUTLETS AND SWITCHES
num where you wont thew. vs
Os to get the isetl Kato for your electricity dollar,

Right for summer. Rayon and Mohair.
Full 18x36-in. sic,' Asstd. colors.

M-G-M'S Funny,
may Picture
of Happy-GoLucky Love!

et 49..fS W1ti)

IT'S COMING SOON!

7

7'111

, June 17, 1
Thurida , June I0 19
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Condition Map

Road
Jersey Joe One Of Two Fighters Issued By Kentucky
Never Knocked Down By Champ

Fredonia News
Corporal Frank Harmon, Cor- Mr. Quertermous is attending
poral Billy Gibbs and Pvt. R. B. U. of K.
Bryon Norman, of the U. S.
Wigginton, of Ft. Knox, spent the
left Sunday for- Bremingweek-end with their parents, Mr. Navy,
Wash., after spending leave
and Mrs. Ed Harmon, Mr. and ton,
his parents, Mr.'and Mrs.
Mrs. Johnson Wigginton and Mr. with
J. A. Norman.
and Mrs. Marvin Gibbs.
Josephine Buckanani reMiss Dorothy Brasher is visit-; Miss
to her home in Canton,
ing her grandmother, Mrs. Her_ turned
Tuesday after spending sevschel Wring, in Evansville, this Miss.,
eral days as house guest of Mrs.
week.
Young.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Eldridge W. M.
Mrs. Charles A. McElroy and
and daughter, Gloria Lynn, who
visited
have spent several days here eon, Bob, Hodgenville,
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A with her mother, Mrs. Florence
J. Eldridge, returned to their Parr, for a short time Saturday.
Miss Carol B. Quertermous,
home in Dyersburg, Tenn., Sunspent last week with her
Murray,
day.
Williamson spent the week-end In father, J. B. Quertermous.
• Mr. Jim Quertermous, student Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Bronston
are
at the U. of K., is visiting his and children, Hampton, Ia.,
Lizzie
mother, Mrs. John Quertermous, visiting her mother, Mrs.
Lewis.
and family.
"Pete" Billingsley, Columbia, Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Jones and
Tenn., is the guest of his, uncle, children, Justine and Ann, NashChester Miller, and Mrs. Miller. ville, were Tuesday guests of Mr.
Mr. Glenn Whitt, Memphis, and Mrs. Floyd Jones and family.
Tenn., was called here this week Dr. Jones remained until Sunby the serious illness of his day and was accompanied home
grandfather, Mr. Tom Stephen- by Mr. and Mrs. Jones and famfly where they attended a famson, of Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Young fly reunion in Nashville.
Mrs. Lizzie Lewis, Mr. and
and son, Bob, Louisville, returned home Sunday after spending Mrs. Ray Clegg and children,
vacation with his father, L. B. Mrs. Bertie Stinnett and children,
Young, Mrs. Young and other Mr. and Mrs. Johnson Lewis and
. children, and Mr. and Mrs. Clifrelatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Melton ton Rowland and daughter, Mr.
and son, Eddie, and Mr. Jotut and Mrs. Clayton Bronston and
Gallatin, Tenn., where they at- children, enjoyed a picnic dinner at Kuttawa Springs, Sunday.
tended a rodeo.
Mrs. John F. Rice and son,
Mr. and Mrs. John Luke Quertermous, who spent last week Dick, have returned from Jackwith her parents, Mr. and Mrs. son, Miss., where they visited her
W. M. Young, left Sunday for mother, Mrs. J. M. McCormick.
their home in Lexington, where They were accompanied home by

twice? Who was the guy who
losed Louis' eye? Of course, it
wasn't the referee. It was Walcott who inflicted all that damage, the same guy who had the
champ's mouth bleeding and his
lips puffed like an Inflated rubber innertube with a weak spot.
Louis appeared to have gone
back so far in the last fight that

By Frank Eck
(AP N•wsteatures Sports Writer)

Thousands Attend
Folk Song Festival

Frankfort, June 15 .-- A road
condition map showing current
repair and construction projects
preon Kentucky roads has been
pared by the Kentucky Department of Highways for distribu-

Ashland
Al' —
thousand persons tat
sides near here suniti,
ened to Eaatern
Kentucky
tam n folk sing and tell
ste,
Miss Jean Thomas uf
tion to motorists. The map, to be was in charge of the altar
Issued monthly, takes the place 13th American Folk Song .
of the former detour bulletin val at the Trapisln'
in, 18 miles south of
which listed road projects.
here
The department said automo- Mayo trail. It was thc
bile clubs, travel agencies and time the festival had
highway user groups are being since before World
war 11.
provided with copies.
Mountain actors told the
The new map gives the locaof the famous Hatfield
tion of all roads under construcand
tion and indicates detours in Coy feud after which B
cases where roads are closed. Kincaid of Nashville, Tenn,
Wherever possible the approxi- the ballad, "The Love of
na McCoy."
mate completion date of all road
projects is included.

New York — There is one thing
to remember if you like Joe
Walcott's chances of dethroning
heavyweight champion Joe Louis.
Jersey Joe has never been knocked down by the champion!
This is one of the many reasons why the writer is picking
Walcott to knock out the 'man
who has defended his title 24 even at the time the boys in
times.
muttered: "T he
press row
Walcott wasn't supposed to
to ge taken by
ready'
champ's
Louis
against
chance
have a
met in Madison anybody."
when they
Square Garden last December.
Walcott has been mentioned as
Yet he knocked, the champion a third rater.-It might be better
down twice and lost a split desaid that his record is third-rate.
cision—the referee voted for Walis a ring cutie.
cott— in a bout that was booed Wacott 'himself
jab and knows
left
good
a
has
He
long.
loud and
Burley Tobacco Sales
same
Walcott is one of the two fight- how to use it. This was the
Conn was going To Begin November 15
ers never knocked down or tech- kind of jab Billy
Louisville — AP — The Burtitle. But when
the
win
to
use
to
nically0 knocked out by Louis
Auction Warehouse associaley
Louis,
with
ring
the
since the Detroit Negro became Conn entered
tion announced here Tuesday
champion. The other fighter hold- he seemed to forget everything
1948-49 Burley tobacco sales will
didn't.
ing this distinction is England's he had learned. Walcott
begin next Nov. 15 in the eightwork
short
made
has
Louis
in
Farr
However,
Farr.
Tommy
time state producing belt.
going 15 rounds in Louis' first with opponents the second
that William C. Clay, Jr., Mt. Sterhere
guess
the
It's
around.
title defense in the Polo Grounds
the ling, association attorney, said
by
get
is
do
to
has
Walcott
all
CURIOSITY ALMOST KILLS CAT — This inquisitive kitten in 1937, absorbed a lot of punish"fierier before have the sales
early rounds.
ment.
stuck its head through a hole in the chassis framework of an
started in the looseleaf wareIf Louis wins in his 25th title
auto owned by Norman Peskin while it was parked in the
Approximately 3,000,000 peo- houses before the First Monday
defense, it spoils the story, as
business district of Newark, N. J. The kitten was extricated by a the boys along Jacobs Beach are ple live on the South Sea Is- in December."
The earlier opening date was
lands of the Pacific.
radio patrolman. (Al' Wirephoto)
saying.
by a resoultion adopted by
set
Jacobs Beach is a patch of
members of the association as
street somewhere around Broad- The all-Jewish city of Tel Aviv,
opened a two-day convention
way and 50th street. It's where capital of the new Jewish state, they
here.
fights are fought even days be- has a population of 200,000.
11
, Sift flour, baking powder and fore the contestants climb into
By !eecily Brownstone
(Associated Press Food Editor)
salt together. Cut in fat with a the ring.
In this case, Walcott is like
If you are looking for an in- pastry blender or two knives unOr better, like Jimmy
Cinderella.
resembles
coarse
good
the
til
that's
main
mixture
dish
xpensive
Braddock, the Jersey dock walo eat and extremely attractive meal. Add the milk, mixing to a
loper who came out of retireto serve for a summer porch sup_ oft dough; place on lightly flour- ment to lift the title from clown.
board and knead for thirty
d
pere
you'll like the Ham and Pea .
ish Max Bear and lose it a year
Roll into a rectangle apWhirligig. The deviled ham in seconds.
later to Louis.
proximately 12x8 inches. Spread,
this dish costs less than fifty
Walcott never had much other
with the deviled ham. Beginning!
cents for four servings; and
I than a large family of six healat the longer side, roll as tightly
there's additional protein in the
thy children. He retired several
as possible. Cut in approximately 1
milk, the peas, the enriched flour.
mes. He had . trouble getting
pieces,ti
place on top of hot
1-inch
The canned peas used in this dish
bouts, even preliminaries. A
creamed vegetables in casserole.'
are plentiful and cheap, too, since
spoiler" is what he was known
hot
degrees
a
F.)1"
in
(450
Bake
stocks of them are greater than
as along Jacobs Beach.
for 25 mins. 6 servings.
• style was hard to over1 His
they have ever been at this oven
An emergency shelf that will
time of year.
come and he often made his opquick inexpensive main
I was interested to note, in a
ponents look bad. He made Louis
dishes seems to me even more
igovernment report, that Amenlook exceptionally bad last winrnportant in summer than in wincan acceptance of canned meat'
ter, so bad in fact that Louis was
in fine weather
wea
products has grown considerably. ter—because
disgusted with his showing and
more
unexpected
are
there
There are more than 30 standeasilyuttered an alibi for the first
guests! Here is a dish that's
ard varieties of canned meatsandtime in his great career.
Vary it if you like
many more specialty meat pro- put together.
He run away," Louis said in
'
ham will substitute for .
(By Yardley, Old Spice, Lentheric, Cargo and
ducts available. Canned meats —cold
his dressing room after the fight.
meat; and maple
the
luncheon
contain the same high quality
If Walcott ran away in the
syrup or maple flavored syrup is
protein as do the home-prepared.
true sense of the word who was
!good to baste the sweet potatoes
Ham and Pea Whirligig
that guy who dropped Louis
(By Schick and Remington)
with instead of brown sugar.
Part One
and Yam.q
Pork
Baked
2 tablespoons butter or margar1 12-ounce can pork luncheon
me
meat
2 tablespoons flour
(By Kaywoodie, Rem-Con, Yellow-bole, etc.)
in
I No. 2 can yam sweet ptatoes
1 No. 2 can peas
brown sugar
tablespoons
2
Milk
Cut luncheon meat into 4 thick
2 tablespoons chopped pimento
HOPKINSVILLE
slices; place in center of shallow
(By Ronson, Evans, Zippo and Berkley.)
vs teaspoon salt
dish. Drain yams, saving
baking
Put butter or margarine in
one-half cup liquid. Slice yams
saucepan and melt over low heat;
arrange around meat. Add
blend in flour and remove from and
shop
to yam liquid and bring to
heat. Drain liquid from peas; add sugar
boil; pour over meat and yams.
2 cups.
/
enough milk to make 11
Bake in moderate (375 degrees F.)
Add to blended flour and butter
oven about 25 mins. 4 servings.
gradually, stirring until smooth
If you would like to get 1501
(By Parker, Sheaffer and Eversharp.)
after each addition. Return to
new, well-tested inexpensive reciheat and cook over moderate heat
pes for main dishes send for a
for
stirring constantly until thickencopy of the booklet called 'Moned. Add peas, pimento and salt;
ey Saving Main Dishes", which
Women's Wear
keep over very low heat until
has just been issued by the Office
vegetables are heated. Turn into
of Human Nutrition and Home,
.2-quart casserole and top with the
"Not More, But BetEconomics. All you have to do'
following biscuits:
"THE COMPLETE DRUG STORE"
'r Merchandise"
to get a free copy is to send a
Part Two
postcard with your name and ad2 cups sifted flour
/
11
exclusively yours
dress on it to "Food Conserva4 teaspoons baking powder
/
21
tion, Washington 25, D. C." No
ti teaspoon salt
(Incorporated)
message is required. It's up to
HOPRINSVILLE
3 tablespoons fat
housewives to shop for plenti2 cup milk
1
/
nutritious
ful foods, prepare
2 small cans deviled ham
meals and use shopping and cook
Mrs. McCormick, who will spend ing thrift to keep expenses at a
several weeks as guest of Mr. and minimum; this little booklet will
help you.
Mrs. Rice.
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BEST BY
TASTE TEST

Budget Summer House Suppers

SUGGESTIONS
FOR

SEED

FATHER'S DAY

Cleaning and Treating

From

You can buy
paint HERE a
year. Come i
count by
at

MAJOR -DRAY

We have just installed a new seed
treating machine for treating
wheat and barley and are now in a
position to take care of all seed
cleaning and treating.

We also

RU

MEN'S SHAVE SETS

Bergamot

ELECTRIC SHAVERS

PIPES

have jute seed bags.

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS

For Seeding Cleaning and Treating

wicarson

Thousands of items which would make a suitable
Gift for Father's Day.

HARDWARE CO.
(Incorporated)
Tenth and Virginia St.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

ALL BRANDS OF BOX CIGARS AND
1 Lb. TINS OF TOBACCOS.
FOUNTAIN PENS AND SETS

Phone 332

MAJOR -DRAY

GET THE NEW KING SIZE

Coolerator

5V

Combination

ALUMINUM ROOFING

FREEZER-LOCKER

Approximately 25 gauge.

and

6'- 7'- 8'- 9'- 10'- 11'- 12'
Lengths

Refrigerator

$9.50 square

and get the best! It's big —8 1-2 Cu.
feet — It's Beautiful — It's efficient.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

.019 Thickness

Photographic Supplies
SPECIAL SALE

ALL ENLARGERS
4

White Creosote Paint . . 2.85 gal.
Aluminum Paint . . . 3.75 gal.
10.95 gal.
Red Roof Paint .
Arsenate of Lead . . 12.00 case

off

(This is the best buy of the season)
Plenty of Photo Flash Bulbs, Film, Chemicals,
Splicers, Enlargers and all types of movie equipment.

WOOD'S
DRUG STORE

1,4

Eldred Hardware Co.
Phone 321

In Hopkinsville, It's

Phone 7

Hopkinsville

Cayce-Yost Company
(Incorporated)

•
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Cooper Announces
For Nomination

Hobert E. Geiger
joy more of the thing
con— Several impor- sider the good
things ife or
g7Ineaders say one lea- store up more
savin r old
e General Motors wage age. For a 40-hour
this
is the most important 3 cents totals $62.40
One
happen
ed
to
lahas
national labor organi offi•t
,srs They refer to a pro- cial says of this:
ng workers a 3
"It is the first tim
have
, wage increase, this gained recogn
ition, • im40in next year, to Un- portant company,
o nage
til!: standard of living. ment's responsibility t e thi
workers
obtain
ed
a fruits of productivity labot
M
of 11 cents an hour. and increase the wor
man',
,f this is to meet standard of
living.
stab..‘ ing costs. Theoreti- lishes a new beach
he labor.
worker has to pay this in a battle we
have ht
eet the increased cost long time with manag
ove•
hings he has to buy. this principle".
increase
his
standa
rd
'I
Labor leaders say th conBut the 3 cents an tract helps the
worker is far
oretically, is extra "pro. from the
goal they wa reach
on his labor, so for all American
woe They
his family can en- want to tie wages,
co
pro-

John Sherman Cooper, Republican, last weekend formally
announced his candidacy for
the
Republican nomination and reelection to the United States Senate. Senator Cooper's declaration
papers were filed with the Secretary of State at Frankfort. Senator Cooper was elected to
the
Senate in 1946 to fill the unexpired term of former Senator
A
B. Chandler.
In making his announcement
,'
Senator Cooper said: "In becoming a candidate for reelect
ion to
the United States Senate, I
do so
with the conviction that
I can
render service to Kentucky
dur-!
ing a full six year term.
During
my service thus far, I have
kept
the promises that I made
in 1946,
CADETS GRADUATE — Membe
and I stand on my record.
rs of the gradtg,ting class of the United States
If the
Military Academy,
West Point, N. Y., stand at
attention (June 8) at start of graduation exercis
people of Kentucky approv
e my
es. (AP Wirephoto)
record and are kind enough
fits and the prices of goods
to
tore-elect me, I shall contin
gether. To do this, companies
ue to
attend seriously to my duties,
would have to open their books
to
study carefully the difficu
to the unions or some "umpire"
In Laurel county, 79 4-H club
lt issues
that
come before the Sensuch as government agents.
boys and girls are growing oneate, and to vote for what
Profits might go up because fourth acre plots of Blakemore
I conA
statement from dairymen at
of price increases. Or profits strawberries as a commercial
the College of Agriculture and
might rise simply because there project.
was more efficiency in industry, There are 58 adult and 4-H Home Economics, Univer
sity of
from new scientific
develop- club entries in the Corn Derby in Kentucky, says "too many calments, new machines, more ef- McCreary county.
ves born in the winter and earficient management or other
The average yield of tobacco ly spring are
forced to 'get by'
reasons. In any event labor wants in Wayne county last year was on pastur
e at an early age. In
to share in these. It doesn't want 1,474 pounds.
calves under six months of age
wage scales tied rigidly only to
More than 100 farmers and only the fourth
or true stomach
the cost of living. If they are, 4-Hers in Rockcastle and South- is fully
developed.
wages will go up and down with ern Madison counties are grow"The fact that calves may have
living costs, without adding to ing strawberries this year, half their
stomachs full of grass, and
the workers' standards of living, of them commercially.
do not come to the barn at feedTwo model barns and milking ing time,
labor leaders say. They aren't
does not mean they are
very enthusiastic about this fea- parlors are under construction in proper
ly nourished.
ture of the GM contract. A hint Fleming county.
' "Calves should receive two to
of new labor policies is contained
Two poultry producers in Rob- three pounds
of grain daily until
ertson
in the official statement issued
county have completed they are at
least six months old,
by the United Auto Workers homemade automatic electric and prefer
ably nine months. Up
brooders.
(CIO) on the GM case. It said:
to four months the grain mixture
L. W. Shirley of Green county should
"The assumption that workers
contain milk powder or
can expect no more than to re- has kept a financial record of his an accept
able substitute. During
main on the economic treadmill, 90-acre hill farm for 24 years.
the first four to six months, pasinching up 3 cents an hour a year 'More than 3,000 pounds of lad- ture is of
doubtful value.
HERE at the same prices you paid
while management and stock- inn clover seed were planted in
"Sunshine and exercise are
holders reap profits proportion- Barren county for better pas- good. Grass
or mixed hay is the
Come in today and make your dol
ately far in excess of that amount tures.
best roughage. Don't neglect waLadino clover, with or without
is unsound and unwise. This is
ter, salt, shade and fly protecby buying KURFEES quality pal
the trickle-down theory of pros- fescue, is making excellent pas- tion for all
calves."
perity, slightly modified. The ture in Hickman county.
at a reasonable price.
Terrac
es
modification is extremely imand diversion ditches
portant, however, because in are being built by many success- Early To Full Bloom
making it General Motors has ful farmers in Grant county, fol- Best Time To Cut Hay
accepted the principle that prices lowing unusually heavy rains.
Best time to cut alfalfa clovers
Wallace Gudgell of Bath coun- and other hays is betwee
and profits are a concern of lan early!
ty has bought a portable saw and full bloom,
bor. "This is progress."
according to the,
with an attachment for digging Kentucky
Experiment Station
The banjo, as we know it to- post holes.
More feed value is obtained at
Farmer
s in Jessamine county this stage. While
73
was evolved and developed
the total yield
particularly on the smaller farms may
by the Negroes of the south.
increase during the late
Insects always die on • their are said to be milking more rows bloom stage, the
digestibility
thans ever before.
backs.
and protein content go down. The
Floyd Wells of Leslie county fiber
in young grasses and legRaillIIRIE11.111011111•1111111111111111111111.11111
set 33,000 tree seedlings and
umes is fairly digestible, but laplanted five bushels of walnuts
ter on changes into a state of
this spring.
practically on feed value, it is
stated.
An Americanized Hungarian
named Haraszthy is the real fathWhen butter cakes are taken
er of the American wine indusfrom the oven they should be
try, carrying back thousands of
allowed to stand for about 5 minslips of European grapes to Calutes before they are turned out
ifornia.
on to a cake rack to cool

Ky. Farm News

int

sider to be in the beat interests
all the people of Kentucky."
of the Nation and Kentucky.
"I am deeply interested and
Chianti wine, grown in the
concerned over international area around Florence, Italy, is
problems which can affect the usually bottled
in straw-covered,
peace of this country and
the round flask's—a type of packagworld, and I would like to have ing now almost
a trade-mark for
a part in the development of red wine of this
type.
measures which can lead to our
Lachrymi Christi, a world-repeace. I am very grateful for
nowned white, dry wine, is made
the great confidence and the aid
from grapes grown on the slopes
that have been accorded me by
of Mt. Vesuvius.

Calves Need More
Feed Than Grass

j

. B. RUSSELL LUMBER YA

\ EXTRA
1RADE-IN
AILOWANCE I

Red cells in the human blood
stream outnumber white cells
in a ratio of 700 to 1.

Exceptionally good grade of Kiln Dried
No. 2 weather boarding
Reduced

to $8.00 per sq. ft.
No. 1 Doors and absolutely no
spliced rails —1 3-8" thick.

FO YOUR OW TIRE ON A

No. 2 and Better Flooring

B.F.Goodrich
Vilvertown

$9.50 per 100 ft.

Al44

This is an exceptionally good grade of
air-dried flooring - All grades above

wismaimmen IMM111110111111111M111111111111111
The are allowariee ie over end Aare
ear whir trade- in allowance. lost
dip is coupon aid bring it I. Ike
save iextra $4.00 es a fell set of tiros.

No. 2 remain in this lot.

3-16 in. Beaver Board

UMW OFFER — ENDS AlLY 3n1
Play r, too, by acting prompdy on dais
offer r nevi B. F.Goodrids Savant:me
tires. ru,gber cords, and more of thorn,
give we strength to the tire body for
cons ley. Double shock-absorber beealsar
scrim shied and distribute gladden shocks
and bits for extra protectios against image
bruistusd blowouts.

5 3-4c per sq. ft.

1.50 Dowse
1.25 a Week

1-2 in. Celotex
Insulation Board

Ilinde•6.00-16 11111~Mars
Om Vow Cur

7 1-2c per sq. ft.

16x32 Celotex Ceiling Tile

PLUS TAX

7 1-2c per sq. ft.
9 1-2c per sq. ft.

he new Defia
nce gives
dependable, safe mileage
for
the greatest
value ever built
into a tire at
this low price.

Make dad glad with an assortment of newest patterns
for the Spring wardrobe.

Priced 55c to $1.00

Steger Lumber Yard
"From a Splinter to a Car Load"

S. JEFFERSON ST.

PHONE 517-7

fun•

Thursday, June
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Deaths- Funerals
Mrs. Ida M. Prowell

—
Kentucky 4-H Girls
Wanted For Movies
The College of Agriculture
and Home Economics, University of Kentucky, has been
notified that Kentucky has
been included in a search
for 4-H Club girls to appear
in a Hollywood moving picture called 'The Green Promise." Any 4-H Club girl between the ages of 11 and 13
may enter. Blanks can be had
home demonstration
from
county farm
agents and
'agents. Applications must be
in by July 1.

Mrs. Ida E. Mc Worthy Prowell,
81, died June 11, at the home of
her son, Henry Prowell, Fredonia.
Born November 23, 1867, Mrs.
Prowell also is survived by a
daughter, Mrs. Allie Prowell
Beedersburg, of Indiana, six
grandchildren and 11 great grandchildren. She was married to
jaaies A. Prowell in 1882, and
ple child died in infancy.
Mrs. Prowell was a member of
Walnut Glrove Baptist Church
which she joined about 35 years
ago. Funeral services were held'
there Saturday afternoon at
o'clock by her former pastor, the !
(Continued' from Page One)
Rev. Rodolph Lane, assisted by I Meyzeek, Louisville Negro; CharStovall.
the Rev. Raymond
les J. Hayden, Springfield; John
Interment was in Rowland M. Hunnicutt, Covington; Virgil
Cemetery.
Picklesimer, Whitesburg; Mrs. J.

Light Rains Relieve
Dryness On Farms

Council Orders
Cutting Of Weeds

a rifa I I Monday and
Light
Tuesday is reported to have relieved dryness on Caldwell county farms. Forecasts indicate
scattered shows Thursday end
possibly Saturday. Temperatures
are expected to average two to
four degrees above normal.

Hears Request For
Elimination Of Dangerous Blind Corners

Announcement was made by
Mayor Cash at Monday's Council meeting of reappointment of
Dr. B. L. Keeney and Dr. Ralph
L. Cash as members of the
George Coon Public Library
Board for full 4-year terms, beginning June 13, 1948. Other
members of the Board of Trustees, whose terms have not expired, are Mrs. Frank G. Wood,
Mrs. Alene J. Akin and Mrs. J.
J. Rosenthal.
Payment of two $1,000 funding
bonds and funding bond interest
charges of $240, due June 1, 1948,
was reported and the bonds and
Kidwell Grannis, Flemingsburg, interest coupons were destroyed.
and Dr. Charles B. Stacy, Pine- This payment reduced the city's
Harry C. Thompson
C. Thompson, who ville.
Harry
bonded indebtedness to $69,000.
Mr. Reeves' telegram stated
would have been 72 Nov. 12, died
The Street Department was
Monday in Hopkinsville at his the position he urged Mr. Tay- directed to cut weeks on various
maintainillness.
weeks'
lor to accept "entailed
home after two
streets. Feasibility of spraying
with county tax
Mr. Thompson was the son of tng
2-4-D on weeds was discussed
Henry H. Thompson and Fren- ommissioners, assisting them antl and an investigation as to cost of
ces Quisenberry Thompson and county boards of supervisors in
the procedure is underway. The
was born in Caldwell county improving property assessments, trimming of hedges and shrubNov. 12, 1876. He married Beulah discussing property tax problems bery to eliminate blind corners
McConnell July 23, 1896 and she with civic groups and school of- was recommended.
died in April, 1940.
ficials, advising the Department
Fire Chief Clyde Kercheval
Mr. Thompson engaged in of Revenue of where and how reported concerning the firefarming in Caldwell county un- its technical assistance could be
men's school, held at the Univertil he moved to Hopkinsville in used most effectively, and analyzsity of Kentucky, Lexington, last
1919 and engaged in the tobac- ing suggestions, made locally, for week. The State defrayed exco business until he retired a improvement of property tax
penses of one fireman from each
few years ago. He was a mem- laws and administration, in addicity attending the school. Chief
attenBaptist
particular
tion to giving
ber of the Harmony
Kercheval reported representaChurch of Caldwell county since tion and supervision to the staff
tives were present from 108
his youth.
of the Department (of revenue) counties in the State, more than
Survivors are a daughter, Miss which might be assisting in reas400 firemen in all.
Juanita Thompson, who made sessment undertakings, such as
her home with him; a son, Henry is proposed for Caldwell county."
Lloyd Thompson, Sr., HopkinsMr. Taylor, in the Revenue Deville; a grandson, Henry Lloyd partment's plans, was to have
Thompson, a sister, Miss Rosa been an executive assistant to
Thompson, Princeton; a brother, Commissioner Reeves, in partWill J. Thompson, Tacoma, Wash. time service, and was to have
Funeral services were conduct- been active in all Western Ken- Tom Underwood Has
ed Tuesday afternoon at the tucky, with one other such field
No Opposition For
Keightley Funeral Home, by Dr. leader to be named by CommisNomination
House
William Peyton Thurman, and sioner Ree v es for Eastern
Frankfort — AP -- John Young
burial was at Riverside Ceme- Kentucky.
Brown of Lexington entered the
tery.
race for Democratic nomination
Pallbearers were Claude McJim Pickins Pitches
for the United States Senate SatConnell, Percy McConnell, Henurday.
ry McConnell, Henry Franklin, 8-4 Victory Here Sunday
Brown, whose declaration was
Jim Pickens returned to the
W. H. Holsapple and Charles
signed by'a number of Lexington
Sunday
here
Regulars
Princeton
Young.
railafternoon, throwing his strike- leaders of AFL unions and
the
out pitch past 16 visiting Out- road brotherhoods, will Make
Chapman,
Kiwanians Learn About
wood hitters for an 8-4 win. The race along with Virgil
of
BPW Aims and Objects
Western Hilltopper athlete gave of Paris, Milton T. Whitworth,
Mary Wilson Eldred, president, up only 4 hits. Hobby led the ElizabethtoWn, and Dennis E.
and Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, of the Princeton hitting with three hits. McQueary, of Pulaski county, in
Princeton Business and Profes- Score by innings:
R H E the August 7 primary.
sional Women's Club, addressed Princeton
010 401 200-8 112 Thomas R. Underwood's only
000 000 202-4 4 4 opponent for Democratic nominamembers of the Kiwanis Club at Outwood
tion to the Sixth congressional
Wednesday's noon meeting, exgiving
plaining aims and objects of
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Edwards, district seat Chapman is
their organization and telling Jr., Roanoke Rapids, N. C., are up, withdrew. He is Frank C.
about honors won by the local visiting her parents, Mr. and ,Henry, Lexington attorney, who
Mrs. Sam Koltinsky, Eddyville
recent State Road. Mrs. Edwards is the for- !filed before Democratic leaders
the
unit at
in the Sixth endorsed Underwood.
convention.
mer Gloria Koltinsky•

VALUES
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FREDONIA, KY,

SNIDER'S TOMATO CATSUP (14 oz.) . . . . 19c
45c
RED AND WHITE SYRUP (half gal.)
CAMPBELL'S SOUP . . Tomato 10c, others . 15c
. 11c
HOMINY, No. 2 1-2 can .
19c
SALMON, 1 lb. can
10c
...
LETTUCE, large head . .
9c
LIMA BEANS, No. 2 cans
OVEN-KRIST CRACKERS, 2 lb. box . . . 39c
LUX, DUZ and OCTAGON SOAP FLAKES . 33c
17c
IVORY SOAP,large bar
30c
• •
DREFT . . . .
39c
MIRACLE WHIP, pints
51c
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
55c
SLICED BACON, lb
80c
•
•
SUGAR, 10 lbs.

for
t district, will attend a
Sc' f Missions there Monday
Friday. The school is
th
annually by the Louisco
vi ference Woman's Soclety ristian Service.
le

Infirmary, where the
a major operation seve
ago. She is at the ho
biter, Mr. William Ar
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home.
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Rumsey Taylor Is

J. Y. Brown Gets
In Senate Race

Mrs. Hugh Cherry
K. Wylie To
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. K. Wylie, spiritual life Mrs. Hugh Cherry,
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BABY FOUND ON CREEK BANK — Nurse Betty Austin is
shown holding 10-day-old baby . found on bank of creek 20
hours after flash flood hit the Pueblo, Colo., region (June 13).
2 miles down/
Body of mother Mrs. Sam Clingen, was found 41
stream. Hospital officials said the baby apparently suffered no
ill effects from the flood or 20 hours without food and exposure
to rain, hail, cold night and followed by 8 hours of hot sun. (AP

There are onlro reasons Why a Purmutit
Water Softer is not in your home .4.
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Court Rules Out
Pay For Voting
Old Statute Voided By
Supreme Authority In
Paducah Test
(BY ASSOCIATED PRESS)

Livestock Market
Prices on the Princeton Livestock Market Monday were fully
steady with last week, manager
Brad Lacey reported. Hog and
veal prices were up $1 to $1.75.
Hogs topped at $25 and No 1
veals $29. Milk cows sold for
$77 to $172 a head, best spring
lambs $31 and medium spring
lambs $25. The following top
prices were the same as last
week: Long fed steers $35; short
fed steers $33, medium quality butcher cattle $28, baby
beeves $31 and fat cows $24.

Frankfort, June 15 — Employers no more will be required to
pay their workers for time taken
off to vote in Kentucky primaries and other elections.
The 55-year-old statute requiring pay was knocked out by the
State Court of Appeals last year.
the
d'hote
Tuesday the United States Su(f r o m
Table
preme Court declined to review French) means "table of the
an appeal from that decision.
host" and is an heirloom of the
Under Kentucky law, as modi- days when inns had no menus
fied by today's final actioh, and guests had to take whatworkers are entitled to take at ever was offered at the landleast 4 hours to vote, if they ask, lord's table.
for it the day before. But em
ployers are entitled to deduct
from pay for the time off.
The test case came from the
Illinois Central Railroad's shop
Shoe
and
the
International
Company plant, both in Paducah.
in
The two companies docked some
PRINCETON
250 employes their pay for time
off to vote in 1944, after warning them of their plans. The action was taken to test the law.

2. You Don't K

What It Will Do For You!
lath a lace
with yellow

Here's your chan
tit actually saves you

prove, without obligation, that Purmumoney than it costs. It's built to last for

No, it's an investment hat's why we shall be glad to install a
Purmutit Water Condi er, free of charge, for you to use and
then
enjoy for 5 days. We I be content to let you decide . .
. . . whether you can

BO

N.I usby Co.

Princeton, Ky.

Undergoes Appendectomy
Miss Mary Dyer, linotype operator for the Caldwell County
Times, underwent an appendectomy at Princeton Hospital Saturday morning. Her condition is
reported to be satisfactory.
./...11111010000000000000000 1111111111114..........nnowtoror

NOTICE
I have moved my barber shop

Phone 88

132 E. Main St.

•

• •

The installation of an after-hour epositary in which our customer
may make deposits at their conveni ice. This service saves time b
allowing you to make up and depo your receipts at any hour of da
or night.
ring that your funds are in ou

custody over night and through w -ends.
You need not leave your busines o attend to this important busi
ness.
Charge for this service is small 4en compared to its many advant
ages.
We invite your investigation and quiry about this modern service

TABLE-TOP, COAL-OIL RANGES

$76.79 up

211 HAWTHORNE AVE.

We believe this is a step forward
You

are

cordially

the modern service of a

invited

to visit me in my new loca-

gressive bank.

tion.
Appointment Service, also, and

AUTOMOBILE TIRES AND TUBES STILL AT A BARGAIN PRICE

FLO,IN WOODEN BARRELS

plenty of parking space.
Thane 897
(Give me a ring)

J. W. Ray.

and mints

Trader,
soresraill
fim
l
rP
l
hee
orabseYthR
,

"I.

Princeton Music
Company

It gives you the satisfaction of k

is serving t

long without one.

1948 Assessment Is
85 Cents On Each
$100 Evaluation
owners,
property
Princeton
paying 1948 City taxes, will be
assessed a total of 85 cents on
each $100 worth of taxible property, according to an ordinance
passed Monday by the City
Council. This tax rate is the same
as it has been for the last several years, Mayor Cash said.
Seventy-five cents of the property tax on $100 will be used
by the City, 50 cents to go to the
general fund and 25 cents to be
placed in the sinking fund for
use in retirement of water bonds
and payment of interest. The
other ten cents will be used for
the benefit of the public Iprary.
Other City taxes this year are
$1.50 poll tax on each male citizen between 21 and 65 and dog
taxes; $1, male, and $2, female.
A 10 percent penalty and 6 percent interest will be added to
taxes paid after November 1. A
two percent discount will be allowed on taxes paid before
July 20.

deakme
is pastel s
blbes of the
testers, and
rmim-i
d laas
bellter.__Ka-nin

years, and every year eps on saving you money. An expense?

"HMV"

City Tax Rates
Remain Unchanged

ohnses
tipoednrnewhoitu
ote

1. You Don't Th It Is Worth The Money!

to

WATCH MAIL FOR MARTHA WHITE
COUPONS FOR FLOUR.

umcid,:lysbmondbmaanurearorirrrosgLIsrdira..i.g.nicijitmhiyholF,iticael:.

- Farmers Nat nal Bank

prO

ursday, jun
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Condit ion improved
Notice
The condition of M. L. Orange,
it
There will be a meeting of the
a patient at Princeton Hospital
Monday ft
where
(uttering from a broken leg in- American Legion Post No. 110
or
Mr. and Mrs. James Garriot curred. several weeks ago, is imoperatio:,
Thursday night, June 24, at the
.he is at
Ratliff, Cincinnati, 0., on the proved, relatives advised Wedth,
Mr.
of
a
son,
birth
Charles
Allen,
Dorothy Ann Davis
nesday. He expects to return to coisrthouse. All members are
wW .
Phone 50
where she
May 30. Grandparents are Mr. Ms home on N. Harrison street urged to attend.
a week will
and Mrs. Roy Rowland and Mrs. n about three weeks.
Bart Griffith, commander ltc
Randolph, of Louisville. Dr. Mubefor,.
J. H. Ratliff, Princeton.
Mist of Poplar
Gillespie
Circle
ters
was
•
•
born and reared in
: hill, the poplar trees
The Gillespie Missionary Circle
................
Texas, where he has held pasof the First Baptist Church met Mr. and Mrs. Charles "Pete"
senoke—running in the torates, as well as in
Oklahoma, at the home of Mrs. Joe Weeks Russell, Poplar Bluff, Mo., on
he birth of a son, Donald Evans,
Arkansas
and
a.
Kentucky. They June 9, with 9 members
started
and a une 14, at Princeton Hospital.
spring warnith has
are the parents of five children,
visitor, Mrs. Erbie Lane, present. Mrs. Russell is the former Lamist,
four of whom are living, and
banner
broad
Following the business session, verne Parrent, daughter of Mr.
its
leg
three grandchildren. The children
the long hill.
Miss Mildred Groom gave the de- and Mrs. Benson Parrent, Beverly Lane. Paternal grandparents
D. S. are: Mrs. Roy Rosser, Princeton,
E. Randolph Masters, Elkton; votional. Mrs. Carl Overton had are Mr. and Mrs. H. C. RussM -Sgt. Frank M. Masters, Jr., harge of the program on "Train- sell, Franklin street.
s-Thelborn
Hempstead, N. Y.; and Julian P. ing World Workers for World
Sara Sue Jones, of Beech Masters, Shreveport. La.
Missions." Mrs. Clint Hubbard
E.
k granddaughter of Mr.
Dr. and Mrs. Masters were the and Miss Irene Beckner took
rcl, N. Harrison, *was recipients of many
beautiful and part in the discussion of the procdnesday afternoon at
useful gifts, flowers, cards and gram.
ThelCharles
Miss Anna French, student at
to Mr.
During the social hour, the
telegrams
from
their
many
MSTC, Murray, is spending the
of Beech Creek.
friends here and in former fields hostess and co-hostess, Miss Ir- summer with her mother, Mrs.
.g the wedding at the of labor.
ene Beckner, served a salad Ethel French and family, Highk Methodist Church a
course to Mesdames Sam Steger, land Avenue.
• • •
vas held at the home
Louis
Erbie Lane,
Mrs.
Conway
and
Mr.
Hostess
parents.
To KennethLitchfield,
u,ide's
Rumsey Taylor, Jr., student
Spickard, Carl Overton,
Morton Jones. Mrs. Jones Fredonia Legion Auxiliary Clint Hubbard, James Carr and at Georgia Tech, Atlanta, is
visiting his parents, Mr. and
former Miss Pearl Hillyard, The Fredonia American Legion Miss Mildred Groom.
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, Locust
met
at
.
eton
the
H
home
of Mrs. W. B.
:
r
street.
• • •
illyard attended the Conway Monday night, with the
Mrs.
McElroy
Hostess
following members present: Mrs.
Mrs. Hugh Cherry, Jr., Owint
The local chapter of Beta Sig- ensboro, is visiting her sisterEuclid Quertermous, Mrs. Dave
ia Phi non-scholastic internation- in-law, Mrs. Grayson Harrelson,
Perkins,
Mrs.
Russell
Melton,
an'a Mrs. Masters
1 sorority held a meeting at the and family, West Main street.
Mrs. Norman Wheeler, Mrs. Charhome of Mrs. William McElroy,
ebrates 50th Wedding les Brockmeyer Jr., Mrs.
Essie
Mr. and Mrs. John Distler and
, and Mrs. F. M. Masters Rucker, Mrs. Ambie Fuller, Mrs. r., Thursday afternoon, June 10, children, of Pineville, have been
at which time they named the recent guests of her parents,
rated their Golden Wedding A. J. Eldridge, Mrs. Talley
Baker, ocal chapter,
"Alpha Tau." They Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Tuck, S.
versary Sunday, June 13, at Mrs. Kelly Bradshaw, and
the lso made plans to
visit the Madi- Seminary street.
home on Market street, hostess. Mrs. Mary Joe
• • •
Butts of sonville chapter
at their meeting
open house between 4 and Detroit, was a visitor.
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor and sons,
this
week.
Refreshments were Rumsey, Jr., Bob, and Fred, and
lock.
During the business meeting,
e living room was beautifully officers were elected for the year, served to Mesdames Sam Steger, daughter, Nancy, returned TuesBilly McConnell and the sponsor, day from Middlesboro, where
rated with snapdragons, hl- as follows: president, Mrs.
Char- Mrs. Alvin Lisanby.
they visited Mrs. Taylor's sisgladiolas and spring flow- les
Brockmeyer Jr., vice-presiter, Mrs. M. L. Clore and family.
dining
coytable
was
The
Nancy remained for a longer
dent, Mrs. Kelly Bradshaw, seccenlace
cloth
and
visit.
with a
etary, Mrs. Russell Melton, treas- Family Reunion
• • •
t with yellow rose buds and urer, Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett,
A family reunion and birthday
Sgt.Miss Norma Lee Potts, Lexingcw tapers. The three-tiered At-Arms, Mrs. Euclid Querter- dinner was held at the home of
ton, arrived Sunday for an ex, that Purnw•
dIng cake was of white with mous,
historian, Mrs. W. B. Con- Mr. and Mrs. Boone Piercy, tended visit to her mother, Mrs.
in pastel shade of yellow way, chaplain, Mrs. W. M. Young. Princeton, June 8. Attending P. C. Beatty, and Mr. Beatty,
lillies of the valley with yel- Plans were made to send
uilt to last for
a box were Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Par- Locust street.• • •
centers, and was topped with to a four-year-old
French refu- rent and daughters, Mrs. Alvie
Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. "Gus" WilAbell and inscription of "50.' ee boy whose name
the auxiliary Parrent, Mr. and Mrs. Hular son and children, Marian and
An expense?
is. E. R. Masters, of Elkton, selected. Apo it was voted
un- Wynn, Mr. Herman Wynn, Mr. Gus, Jr., Benton, Ill., spent Mon"Free and Easy"... that's you,
aughter-in-law, presided at
animously by the group to meet and Mrs. Norval Wynn and sons, day here with friends. They are
that's your Doris Dodson shirt• to install a
punch bowl and was assist- in the Legion
of Princeton.
dress. Pink, blue, green. or
Hall during the Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Sivells, Miss former residents
• • •
in serving the guests with summer
grey cotton madras...with
months for regular Martyne Sivells, Mr. and Mrs.
the hugest patch pockets that
Blackburn,
Nel
Miss
Martha
• and mints of yellow and meetings.
to use and
Delicious refreshments Clinton Sivells and children, Mrs. Georgetown, and Messrs. Charlie
ever rounded a wonderful
te by Misses Nancy Ellen were served
James
Denzil
Hunt,
Mrs.
Arvel
junior figure. 9 to 15.
during the social
Edwards, Weldon, N. C., and
arts, Russellville, and Mari- period.
Hunt, Mrs. Harvey Rice and Farrell Block, Chicago, are house
$12.95
ide . . . then
Trader, Princeton.
sons, Mr. James Piercy, Mr. Ro- guests of Miss Nancy Dee Hearne
parents,
of
her
the
home
at
are her marriage Mrs..MasMr. and Mrs. Hillery Barnett bert Parker and Mr. and Mrs. Judge and Mrs. G. G. Harralwas the former Lillie White are vacationing in Tampa, Fla. Boone Piercy.
son, Eddyville Road.
• • •
Mrs. W. E. Davis, Paducah,
spent Sunday night and Monday with her brother, Herman
Lee Stephens, and family.

The Leader
Congratulates

Tri

POLL PARROT

Cool Ventilated

BABY DOLL SHOES
Black patent or white. Sizes
5 1-2 to 12.

RANDCRAFT

4.49 and 4.98

SHOES
Shoes you'll appreciate when
it's 100 in the shade. Fine
2-tone leather uppers. Oak
tanned outsoles.

7.90 and 8.50

urmutit
e..

eyl

You!

00

Women's and Children's

STAR BRAND
All-Leather Sandals

For Excellent Service

$4.98

Mrs. Ree I. Engelhardt, Owner W. G. Walrond, Mgr.

Try Leader Classified Ads — They get results!

Teachers To See
Health Code Film

Phone 88

29 Enrolled In Workshop Course At Butler
High School
Miss Mary Crenshaw, State
Health Department, and Miss
Kincaid, supervisor of nurses 4n
Western Kentucky, will give lectures on health and nutrition
and show a movie on physical
examination of school children
as required under the new State
health code at a session Thursday afternoon, June 17, of teachers taking the summer workshop course at Butler High
School.
All parents are urged to see
this film, which will be exhibited in the auditorium, Miss
Olna Brock, instructor, said
Wednesday.
Twenty nine teachers enroled
in the course are studying selection and production of classroom materials.

ELECTRIC LAMPS

Administrator's Notice
claims
having
All person
against the estate of the late Mrs.
Bird K. Eastland, deceased, will
present same to the undersigned
for payment on or before July
1; and all persons knowing
themselves indebted to the said
estate will please come forward
and settle by the above date.
John B. and Laura K. Morgan,
administrators. .
3te
*Sm.U.B.PM.Of.

Rotarians See New
Wireless Telephone
City Edition
As seen In PHOTONAY
For the carefree junior days oi
A TYPICAL CAROLE KING G1it14
in town, on Campus... stripes
scribbled In haphazard but mitt

rioin a

Color Tricks

so-charming fashion, a
whirling skietl Tbo fabric design

Carole King creates an optical
illusion, a stem-slim but softly

Carole King's alone. La-Mesa spal•
rayon. Junior aim 9 to 15.

rounded silhouette ... done with
vertical panels of color, to drift

SIMS'

along in fascinating fashion,
whether you walk, whether you
donee. Lynwood spun rayon.
Junior sizes 9 to 15.

$12.95

"Princeton's Finest Department Store'
'orrYWNWIRIMP17,39fiQfPNIMPrOWTOtarPriciRTNIPINJOIFf010190fOlialMfrifOrrzfiorPrOCRIMMIRRIPTRIRM71%, carAngamws

A new experimental wireless
telephone system was demonstrated before Rotarians Tuesday
night by C. B. Tolbert and Jack
Young, representatives of the
Southern Bell (Telephone and
Telegraph Co. Joe McCarroll,
Hopkinsville, and Palmer Vance,
Dawson Springs, were visiting
Rotarians present. Bill Hodge
was elected to club membership.
Members and their wives will
visit the new Marion club Friday night for a charter presentation program.

Planning Session To Be
Held For Swimming Class
A session of planning and instruction for those enroled or
interested in joining the Red
Cross learn-to-swim class will be
held in the Red Cross office in
the courthouse Monday afternoon
at 4 o'clock. The course is open
to persons more than 9 years
old. Rev. David Schulherr will
be the instructor.
A small amount of quickcooking tapioca may be added to
consomme before serving.

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!

Never before and probably
Dever again will we be able
to make this money-saving
'offer. These glamorous,
lovely table lamps by nationally famous Aladdin will add
real beauty tot your favorite'
room. And they're yours at a'
fraction of their regular price.

FAMOUS 414ESIGN AND QUALITY
VI

Smooth Ivory Alacite in a base with all the charm and
beauty of a Grecian urn, to give you a truly graceful table
lamp. You'll love the height of this lamp, a dignified,
/
2" overall. Has convenient push-thru switch.
stately 251
With a sparkling Whip-O-Lite Shade,the exclusive Aladdin
.material that wipes clean as new with a damp cloth!

4?u4ni14444 and quweital .2)14ecia44
Phones 666 and 457
Main Street

Princeton, Ky.
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Recipe Of Week

u, Louis-Walcott Winner
Sizing
capping Horses
Just Lk„Handi

Eck
Nuys Beauty Editor)
(AP NSWI — In many ways
. New 'horse racing are simboxing ick a horse on his past
liar. 'tees or on workouts. In
perttou pick one of two riyou like his record.
boause
)r
yen a horse gets old, say
than five, you lean back
think. Maybe his legs aren't
,at they used to be or the digdice may be too far, you say to
yourself.
It's the same in boxing. Take
Joe Louis, for instance. The
world's heavyweight champion is
past his prime. He's 34 and
fights once a year. A boxer, or
even a horse, getting the taste
of competition once a year can't
be expected to give his best despite all the grooming and pre,paration.
The same holds true of Jersey
Joe Walcott, the father of six

kids. He all but knocked the heavyweight crown from Louis' head
last December. He's around 34,
too. Nobody seems to know his
exact age. He's been fighting so
long that some observers seem
to believe he's closer to 40.
At any rate, many a racetrack
handicapper will tell you the
thing to do is string along with
the champion until he is beaten.
That again makes you stop and
think. Who inflicted the most
damage and who looked fresher when it was all over last time
they met? These are two important questions that apply to
boxing as well as racing.
Walcott looked better than
Louis last time. At the end of
15 rounds he honestly thought he
won the decision. So did the referee, Rudy Goldstein. But the
two judges voted for Louis. Their
explanation, although never put
on the record, was "you can't
take the title away from a man
when his opponent runs away."
But again you've got to remember that Walcott floored
Louis, that he landed the harder
blows, connected more often than
the champion who at the end was
bleeding from the mouth and had
his left eye closed.
That fight might have taken
more out of Louis than many
suspect. When the two Negroes

A

20 Bushels MORE Corn
Per Ton Of Stalks!

WITH THE

NEW TYPE
ONE-UNIT NEARING AID
Forget old-style hearing aids. The OneUnit Beltone banishes all their familiar
discomforts. No more big, bulky, separate battery packs ... dangling battery wires. No painful harsh noises,
hollow undertones, "static". Learn today how much better, more clearly,
happily, you can now really hear!

Paul Morton, Spec. Rep
Lynn Grove, Ky.
SEND NOW FOR FREE BOOK ON HEARING
Pin,, send nat. without cost or oxidisation. the
new FREE booklet of interesting facts about I
DEAFNESSAND HOW TOOVERCOME IT.

Corn crop following lespedeza,
sweet clover, alfalfa, treated
with half ton powdered rock
phosphate produced 20 bushels
MORE corn per ton of stalks
than crop following untreated
legumes. Start this PROVED
soil-building program — put
Four Leaf NOW on legume
fields and on field you'll seed
to legumes.
Writs to ...
Thomson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 5, Illinois

limestone and rock
is now regarded as p
ing the best pasture Niro
The 69-acre pasture farm of county,
county,
Cletus Moss in Carlisle
cattle
of
head
50
about
on which
Mankind knew nothull
graze the year around, returned the
circulation of blood
last
acre
an
$50
a net profit of
human body until 1628 whet
year. No grain was fed the cattle. According to Farm Agent ham Harvey of England
J. R. Davie, Mr. Moss started ed proof of a continuous
building up hi! farm 15 years from the heart through
ago, using winter cover crops, teries and hack throug%
commercial fertilizer, ground veins.

$50 An Acre Profit
From Pasture Land

erta made of red cherries
high on the list ot
always
are
economists
favorites. From home
and
Agriculture
of
College
at the
of
Home Economics, University
lor
recipe
this
comes
Kentucky,
cherry cobbler.
Cherry Cobbler
2 cups pitted cherries
kJ cup sugar
I tablespoon butter
coking
quick
tablespoon
1
tapioca
i/s teaspoon nutmeg
Sprinkle cherries with part of
Combine
the sugar to form juice.
rest of sugar with tapioca and
nutmeg, then add some of the
fruit juice. Spread mixture over
cherries in a baking dish and
dot with butter. Cover with
dough made by this recipe:
Blend 2 cups sifted flour, 4
teaspoons baking power, 1,12 teaspoon salt and Y4 cup sugar. Cut
in 1-3 cup shortening. Beat 1 egg
well then add to 2/4 cup milk
Add to dry ingredients. Drop
by spoonfuls on cherry mixture.
Bake in hot oven, 425 degrees,
for 30 minutes.
Menu: Fried chicken, parsleypotatoes, buttered new peas, lettuce salad, biscuits, butter and
cherry cobbler.

What A Blessing
To Hear Again...

Mrs. Bradley Dixon of Perry
county put to use the pointers
in the Lothair
she learned
Homemakers Club on making her
kitchen convenient. First she had
a doorway moved to take traffic
away from the working area of
the room. The stove was then
moved to where the doorway had
been. Next she moved a refrigeraGRAZIANO KAYOED BY ZALE'S LEFT — Middleweight Champion Rocky Graziano (left) tor, placing a base cabinet near
pivots from the force of a left hook to the head landed by Challenger Tony Zale (right) in the it to complete the mixing center.
the third
third round of their title bout at Newark, N. J. (June 10). Graziano went down for
To add to the attractiveness of
time for the count and Zale regained the crown he lost to Rocky last summer in Chicago. (AP the cabinets, she painted the inWirephoto)
teriors yellow. Future plans inBruce clude a wall cabinet over the base
25,
June
and
search",
followers
fistic
Many
bouts?
turn
June
Wednesday,
on
meet again
cabinet for extra storage, a shelf
24 in Yankee Stadium, Walcott doubt that he will this time. On Poundstone, 'Report on Feed and
over the stove for articles used
might have a little more ring the other side of the ring will be Fertilizer Control." On June 26,
there, and removable small shelcourage than he had six months'
MunMary
Miss
Walcott, a man witn a real in- at 12:15 p.m.,
ves for the cupboards, The walls
ago.
centive. He has six kids to feed. ford, director of the university will be papered wit)) yellow and
One thing Walcott knows is
nursery school, will discuss "Dis- green paper. Home Agent Zora
that Louis is not the Louis of old.
Schedule
Radio
for the Pre-School Child."‘ Ball reported that with the excipline
College
what
knows
also
But Walcott
ception of moving the door, the
Dr. Dwight M. Seath, head of
happened to seven of Louis' prefamily did all the work.
vious opponents who squared off dairying at the College of AgriSince 1921, American Jews
a second time against the Brown culture and Home Economics,
and invested
The most widely planted and
University of Kentucky, will dis- have contributed
Bomber.
in Pal- productive grape of Calitornia
Louis has always improved the cuss "Summer Feeding of Dairy more than $250,000,000
is of the Zinfandel variety.
second time against the same ri- Cattle" on June 21 on a radio estine.
Probably the first grape slips
be heard over
to
val, beginning with Lee Ramage program
Of the 600,000 Jewish settlers brought to California from the
in 1935 right up to 1946 when WHAS at 12:45 p.m. Succeeding
he knocked out Billy Conn. Oth- programs to be heard at the now in Israel, about 3,000 came old world were of the Malaga
from the United strain, but they soon were
ers knocked out by Louis in re- same hour are: June 22, Dr. originally
known as Mission grapes.
turn bouts were Max Schmeling, Howard Beers, "A New Plan for States,
Natie Brown, Bob Pastor, Arturo Working with Rural Pastors";
Gogoy, Buddy Bear and Abe June 23, Dr. Ross Brown, "New
Attacks on Livestock Pests";
Simon.
Thus, the question is: Can June 24, Miss Mary Louis Mitts,
Louis continue to improve in re- "Getting Food Facts Through Re-

Able railroader
- mut pad, Wien

CARLFFIS

WITH A

rUT11/1/

U.S. Army and
U. S. Air Force

You can be in thus picture
there's more to it
you feel when you win your
being your own hoe' beheld ail
controls of a brand-new 44*
You've had She World'e fizio
pilot training with ths Arta%
Cadets—and you made the
11161
If you're single, between
26% years old, and hare ka,
pleted at least half of t6g r$,
quirements for a degree
an accredited college
an equivalent examinatim,
may qualify for appointment te
the Aviation Cadets. AA today's,
full details at your nearest O.
Army and U.S. Air Force &era
ing Station or Air Force Iasi

community and all of Mid-America. Off the job, he and

4. You don't have to shop when
the weather's bad, or when the
children are sick ... or Idiom ins.
expected company calla,

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pier
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs Call

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone 898

The Universal "Jeep" gets men through to those hardto-reach places where on-the-spot emergency repairs
frequently are necessary. It gets there by the shortest
possible route—following the highway or striking out
cross-country to go places impossible to reach with less
versatile vehicles. With 4-wheel traction for tough going
and 2-wheel drive for highway speed and economy, the
"Jeep" is the ideal service car for repair crews and raaintenance men. Its utility, maneuverability and range of

5. You rest secure in the knowledge that your General nectar
Home Freezer is a dependable home
freezer-- one that gives you lowcost operating efficiency.

& The sealed-in refrigers ing eye.
tern in your home freezer Is slus
sittn41 type as that which has been
giving satisfactory service in more
than 1,700,000 refrigerators for
more than ten years.

his fellow workers take an active part in civic affairs. They

neighbors.

It's home to the Illinois
Central workers who live
among you, and it's home
to the Illinois Central Railroad. Both railroad and workers own property and
Conduct their business among you. Through public
service—on and off the job—they strive to earn your
continued friendship and patronage.

will be mighty proud to own a General gleetrie
Home Freeser. Why not drop in and nee them
remarkable, dependable Home Freewill today/.
The prim? WOOD for the 11-euble4eet nada

JOHNSTON

W.A.

Prerident

LINE

OF

MID -AMERICA

Stone Motor Co.Inc.
315 Kentucky Ave.
Paducah, Ky.
PRINCETON MOTOR SALES, Dealer

S. Seminary Street
MAIN

+hone NO

Princeton, Ky

We pay all phone charges.

aim—as the railroad does—to be good friends and helpful

HY 20th
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Try Leader Classified Ads — They get results'

operation are unapproached by any other machine.
See it today.

3. You never have to let fresh.
, caught fish or game go to waste.
Your General Electric Home
Freezer keeps most food delirious
up to a year.

ts

l'rinceton, Ky.

he makes his major contribution toward being a good citizen.

workers who deliver the needs and luxurieg of life to your

clifa,,on

COURTHOUSE

As you see him, he's a railroader—and as an able railroader

On the job, he teams up with 40,000 other Illinois Central

Expected
tnier,,,,
9r.M:ur,,el,,
1..ir:the1gi
une15 e—,i
ome1Se,1

:

This is YOU
when you own a
General Electric Home freezer

2. You buy most of your rood•
low cos, bemuse you buy in tiimh.
thy—at the peak of the 1101110114
when there are sales.

, June 10, 1

ei8.Cla
enceDay
ttbeUv
servedjuly
:r

Perry County Woman
Rearranges Kitchen

I. Just before dinner time, you
pick your food from 280 pounds
of fresh, nutritious food ...

. June 17

NEW B
LOOK

June 10, 1948
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system, of three regular tei
and two summer terms, to a se
real and personal, including fran- Stone, yes;
mester basis of a two-semeste
Chas. Wadlington,
The phrase "cr
r
chises, belonging to all persons yes.
Jellool year and
one-half seBy Betty Clarke
con" means to cor4e nubj.
mester summer session will be
and corporations for the use and Duly Adopted
(AP Nowsfsatufss Sunny UMW)
this 14 Day of a dangerous courae0
15 — An at- made next Fall. The quarter
benefit of the City Library, to June 1948.
If you want to teach your litto
systhere is no retreat.
him
approxima
3,600
tely
tem,
adopted
during the war tle girl good groomin
e/
be divided RA follows:
g
habits,
Dr.
W.
L.
Cash,
SumMayor.
1948
years,
the
one
No
is under le
was voted out by the Uni- make them
,.ed for
Of the Seventy-five cent levy, Attest,
easy for her. When
Garland Quisenberry, tion
to bear the name
' At the University of versity faculty and administra- brushing her hair she
Fifty (.50c) cents shall be paid City Clerk,
should
Seay,
tion earlier this year,
Into the general fund, and TwenDr. Maurice F.
ents, though it is custo
know the correct technique, own
University, and regA complete program of instruc- a
ty-five (.25c) cents shall be paid
pretty brush and get a reward
do so.
week.
tion
for
this
teachers,
ied
'T
into the sinking fund for use in
supervisors, that will encourage her to con,ersity summer school principals, superintendents and tinue her groomin
retirement of Water Works Bonds
g practices.
regiswith
open
attendan
ce officers will be offerto
and Interest thereon, and the
Teach her to use the brush
classification activi- ed this summer in the
one-half of one mill levy on each
li
colleges of correctly by letting her brush
,. June 18. Class work the University. Plans have been her hair when you
One ($1.00) Dollar worth of prodo yours. Set
„jay, June 21, and the made for several workshops, in- up a scoring
perty belonging to all persons,
system
for
her.
At
You
continue until Satur- stitutes, conferences and short first
corporations and franchises for
she will be awkward and
courses.
the Public Library.
tire easily. But as her perforependeses Day holiday
"The Summer Session of the mance
There is also levied a poll tax
improves you can mark
observed July 3, and University is planned to serve her
of One and one-half ($1.50) Dolprogress
either
by
the
gold
cominenc
ement the teachers of the State,"
Session
lars on each male citizen over
Pres- star method or special treats.
are planned Friday, ident H. L. Donovan said. "The
the age of Twenty-One (21) years
A simple and effective brush
importance of teaching in our routine
and under the age of Sixty-five
is one that starts at the
ettule of an eight six- nation is greater than ever be- nape of the neck
(65) years residing in the City of
and encircles
the
mark
will
fore.
To meet demands being the head,
session
Princeton, Kentucky, and a Dog
brushing a layer of
la the University's his- made upon their profession, hair at a time.
Tax of One ($1.00) Dollar on each
Every
stroke
simmer school has been teachers will need to take advan- should be
male Dog and Two ($2.00) Dolupward and outward
lars on each female dog in said
on this basis, Dr. SeaY tage of opportunities to improve to raise the hair so that
the
Previously, the Uni- their qualifications. The UniverCity, the person having control
bristles can cleanse and massage
awed a two-term phut ity desires to serve in every pos- the
of the property where the dog
scalp. The brush should be
the summer session. A sible way this in-service educa- placed on its side
is kept shall be liable for the dog
No longer need you order a water system "sight unseen."
*IP
against
the
quarter
the
tion program."
ver from
tax.
f
:
scalp at the neckline and turned
Easing of government regulations now permits us to
display
AMU
‘1
I'll
A
ten
(10%)
percent penalty
with a twist of the wrist so that
a diversified line of these farm labor savers.
omarua an
his
bride,
shall
Princess
be
Anne,
added to all taxes restand together after their wedding in
all the bristles roll on the scalp.
We recommend Fairbanks-Morse Water Systems because
Explain to your youngster that Athens, Greece, (June 10). Princess Anne wears a white satin maining unpaid after November
our investigations convinced us that they are tops in design
silk
dress
1st, 1948, and Six (6%) percent
and Mihai the uniform of a grand marshall
the bristles should touch the
and construction;tops for giving lastingly dependable service;
of the
scalp so as to loosen dry skin Romanian army. Vatican prelates said Princess Ann of Bourbon - interest shall be collected for
tops in assurance of repair parts when you need them ...and
because the line is so complete that we can always offer tho
particles and stimulate surface Parma placed herself outside the Roman Catholic church and the length of time said taxes revery best type and size for each individual need.
circulation. She should brush to incurred a "grave sin" in marrying Mihai of Romania in the main unpaid after November 1st,
the very tips of her hair — to Greek Orthodox faith. (AP Wirephoto via radio from Rome) 1948.
Drop In and see our display next time you're in town.
All City Taxes for the year
remove dust, dry skin particles
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m. 1948 which are paid by the
and excess oil.
tax
Wednesday evening
prayer payers on or before July 20th,
A good brush will give daugh1948 will be given a Two (2%)
service 7:00 p.m.
ter the best cooperation. You FIRST CHRISTIAN
Members of the Men's Bible
Saturday, Evangelistic service percent discount. All ordinances
can choose a sparkling jewel
or parts of Ordinances in concolored one, but make sure it has Class extend a special invita- 7:00 p.m.
flict herewith are herediSr relong resilient bristles. These tion to members of the Layman's
pealed.
should be set at least half-way League to be present at Sunday BARBEE MEMORIAL
This Ordinance to become efaround the brush to give double- School Sunday in observance of CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
fective on and after its publiFather's Day. The group will sit
brushing with every. stroke.
J. P. Bright, Pastor
cation.
You might go so far as to show in a reserved section of the sancSunday School, 9:45 a.m., R.
The above ordinance was adopther how to put her hair up in tuary during the morning wor- C. Ethridge,
Supt.
ed by roll call vote as follows
rag curlers. This can be made ship. All members of the league
Watw Sylmar • lump Pampa •"Z"
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
George Denham, yes; Fred Jake,
Mairtne• • Light Plants • Illadadth
more attractive for her, and the will participate in the men's
?lamp J.**. • Co.. Shalom • Ilacemler
yes; E. M. Jenkins, yes; Howard
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
Mils • Vantiorsi • banins
performance seem less of a chore, chorus at the evening service.
Evening Worship, 7 p.m.
if you supply her with some col- The men have prepared two
Midweek Worship, Wednesored rag curlers. Save bright numbers as special music and
red, green, blue and yellow strips they will lead the congregational day, 7 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
of material which can be used singing. The congregation extends
a cordial invitation to all to join p.m.
for this purpose.
You will find a welcome at all
You will notice that as daugh- us in any or all of the services
services.
ter becomes more conscious of of the church.
CYF NOTES
her hair, she also will become inLouard Egbert spoke at the CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
terested in how she wears it.
The simple hairdo always is best vesper service of the CYF held David W. Schulherr, minister
9:45 Sunday School
for a little girl. If she wears pig- on the lawn at the home of
tails, however, during the winter Mrs. Bertie Stegar, Locust street, 10:45 Morning Worship
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
Yes, Dad just loves ties
months, find a becoming arrange- Sunday evening. His subject, "On
ment that will be cooler for sum- the Mark; Get Set; Go!" was un- 7:30 Evening Worship
. . . In fact, he never has
mer. You Lan do this by cutting usually timely since new offienough. So you just show
her hair a little shorter so that cers and committees had been FIRST BAPTIST
the braids fall just a bit below installed at evening services, H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
your love for him by buy9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
her shoulders. Or you may wind June 6. Miss Dorla Dean Stallins
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
them around her head and fasten presided over the business sesing him some of these real
sion and called on each of the
8:45 p.m. Training Union.
them with a bow on top.
7:30 Evening Worship.
beauties. Hurry in! These
It may be troublesome at first chairmen of standing committo cope with daughter's attempts tees to make a statement conare aire to go fast, they're
to arrange her own hair. But cerning plans for the coming OGDEN MEMORIAL
such values!
when she has learned, mother year. The group was dismissed METHODIST
in time for evening service, at
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor.
can rest on her laurels.
Church School 9:45 A.M.
which 22 "teen agers" led the
Morning Worship 10:45 A.M.
congregational singing and sang
Youth Admits He
Evening Worship 7 P.M.
an anthem. All young people
Youth Fellowship 5 P.M.
not active in a youth organizaSet $100,000 Fire
Lexington, June 14 — AP — A tion are invited to join in ac20-year-old Lexington youth ad- tivities of the CYF.
mitted today he set three fires,
It is completely NEW in Styling,
one a spectacular $100,000 blaze, LAMASCO BAPTIST
IT IS ORDAINED BY THE
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will CITY COUNCIL OF
Fire Marshal Earl R. McDaniel
Design and Engineering.
THE CITY
preach Sunday morning at 11 OF PRINCE
said.
TON, KENTUCKY,
That's
why we extend to you this
&clock
at
the
Lamasco
Baptist AS FOLLOW:
McDaniel said the youth, Earl
invitation to come in and
C. Jones, Jr., pleaded "he could- Church.
The Tax rate for the Year 1948
is hereby fixed at the rate of
n't help it." Jones signed a statement admitting the acts after he PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Seventy-five (.75c) cents on each
Old Madisonville Road, Rev. One Hundred
was called before a board of in($100.00) Dollars
quiry last week, the marshal William E. Cunningham, pastor. worth of Taxible property, both
Sunday
School
9:45 a.m.
added.
real and personal, including franMorning Worship 11:00 a.m. chises, and a tax of One-half
of
Young People's Service 8:00 one mill on each
Of the Jews now in Palestine
One ($1.00)
approximately 40 percent came p.m.
Dollar of taxable property both
there originally from Poland.
Hummingbirds and swallows
walk or hop with ease on a hor•

Expected At
ilmer
Julie Session

Headlines For Sis

Needn't Buy

a"Pig in
a Poke"

We Have
Water Systems on Display!

At The Churches

We Can Hardly Wait To
Show It To You - - -

Tax Ordinance

A NATURAL PARTNER OF
GOOD THINGS TO EAT

We are proud of this new car and we want
you to come

Door Favors Will Be Presented to Those Who Attend

Showing the Advantages of ELECTRIC COOKING
IT'S OPEN HOUSE AT OUR PLANT
at 2:30 O'clock
KENTUCKY UTILITIES CO. BASEMENT

Randolph Motors
Princeton

Phone 536

DOTTUD MOIR AUTHORITY Of on; COCA COLA COMPANY
AY

illopkInavIlle Coes-Cola Bottling Company
0
TIN Caeo•Cola Campo*,

THE PRINCE1ON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Western Ky. Roads
To Be Surfaced

pmen Plan
ling June
fiock. 1

Bids To Be Opened
t
he
withdraw for
few
By Jane Kads
July 2 For Work In
/ashionton — The nation reasons.
Counties
28
The authors of one recent stutould take notice of the inState Highway DepartThe
withdrawels
were
school
of
..reasingly alarming proportion of dy
ment announced last week addito the following conclusions
youngsters dropping out of school led
"Perhaps the best explanation of
tion of 300 miles of Kentucky
annually without completing a
the fact that children who are
roads in 26 counties to the dehigh school education, warns the
past the upper age limit of the
partment's current resurfacing
National Education Association compulsory attendance law are
(NEA).
program. Contractors' bids will
not in school is simply that they
Only 453 pupils out of every
be opened July 2.
do not like school. The reasons
1,000 are in school when the fin- behind this attitude are many,
Fifty-two € miles of road in
al year of high school is reached, chief of which are a dull and unChristian, Muhlenberg and UnNEA states in a survey just com- interesting offering, discourageion counties to receive bitumipleted. The survey is based on ment through failure, poor and
nous surfacing are:
"school survival rates" for the indifferent teaching, inadequate
Christian county—Hopkinsvilnation, computed by the U. S. buildings and equipment, lack of
le-Madisonville road from south
Office of Education over a nurh- interesting extra-curricular accorporation limit of Crofton 1.584
ber of years. This means that tivities, and the inconveniences
miles north; Hopkinsville-Pemover the nation each year, 1,000,- of but transportation."
broke-Guthrie road from west
000 to 1,250,000 children drop
educatother
with
along
NEA
corporate limit of Pembroke to
out. They are quitting from "dis- ors see in the proposed federal
Todd county line, 3.059 miles;
interest, discouragement, or for aid to education legislation, "an
Hopkinsville-Pembroke - Guthrie
other reasons."
effective positive step" in keep(East 9th St) from east curb of
"If secondary education con- ing young people in school.
Main strret in Hopkinsville to
stitutes an essential minimum of 'When more communities can
beginning of concrete parvement,
training, which should be the have the facilities, the personnel
0.481 mile; Hopkinsville-Clarkscommon heritage of all citizens and the program that are essenville (Walnut street) Road from
of this democracy," says NEA, tial for a 'good' school, more and
SMILES OF VICTORY — Ben Hogan (left) of Hershey, Pa., south curb of 9th street in Hop"the nation can ill afford the pro- more of the boys and girls will
grins broadly as he takes silver cup, emblematic of the U. S. kinsville to beginning of concrete
digious waste of human resources see the value of that program
Open championship in Los Angeles, Calif., from Fielding Wal- pavement, 0.575 mile; Hopkinsvilrepresented by the numbers who and will remain in school to
lace, president of U. S. G. A. Hogan won with a record break- le-Kirkmansville road from US
leave school prematurely."
complete it."
ing 72-hole score of 276. (AP Wirephoto)
68 near east corporate limit of
During the decade preceding
Hopkinsville to Todd county line,
World War IT, the school survi16.231 miles.
val rate into the final year of
Muhlenberg county — Central
high school increased steadily.
City-Russellville road from JuncWith the coming of World War
tion US 62 at east corporate limIN LESS THAN ONE YEAR
II, however, this trend was haltGene.
it of Central City to Logan couned and then reversed, the survey
VIC RASCHI RATES AS TOP
In 1938 when Gene Raschi was
in
ty line, 18.547 miles.
reveals.
HURLER OF WORLD CHAMPS nine he was watching a ball
Union county — Sturgis-ShawNEA says no single cause is
PRINCETON
By Frank Eck
game when he was struck over neetown road from 5th and Johnresponsible and points out "that
(Associated Press Sports Editor)
the right eye by a foul ball. A son streets in Sturgis to 1.5 miles
many are forced by straitened
New York — You're wrong if week later he lost the sight of r south of spur to Henshaw, 5.573
financial circumstances in their
you think Joe DiMaggio or Joe his right eye. Eight years later, miles; same road from 1.5 miles
families to go to work. Others
Page is the most amazing Yan- when he again was a spectator, south of spur to Henshaw to
lack the sympathetic interest and
kee. Ile's Vic Raschi, the new a foul ball struck him on the Jct. KY 56, 6.170 miles.
encouragement at home ... A
No. 1 pitcher for the world forehead over the left eye. Three
Only about 17 percent of the
champions.
days later he was totally blind.
Raschi went half way around
"Operations on Gene's eyes I working Jews now in Israel live
he world, or so it seems to him, have been unsuccessful," says on the land. The rest are in combefore he reached the Yankees to Vic, "but he still comes to Yan- merce and industry in the towns
stay. Today the right hander is kee Stadium to see an occasSnakes do not have larynges
their stopper. He stops rival ional game. He's 19 now and atteams' winning streaks and Yan- tends a school for the blind in or vocal cords and consequently
kee losing streaks.
Boston. He's a singer on the do not have voices; but they can
hiss.
The 195-pound
six-food-two radio."
native of West Springfield, Mass., Few players among the Yanwas over he put in three weeks
reached the Yankees unhearlded kees know of the misfortune that
with Newark, losing two out of
in the spring of 1947. Raschi tra- befell Vic's only brother. Even
three. However, during the last
veled with the Yankees to Puerto Bucky Harris didn't know it un10 days of the season he won
Rico, Venezuela, Cuba and back til the writer informed him after
both starts as a Yankee. Harris
to St. Petersburg, Fla. He made Raschi won his sixth game in a
still wasn't sure he was ready.
the entire first western swing of row by beating Detroit, 1-0. Four
Red Spot House Paint
"He needs more experience,"
the American League but still days later he shut out St. Louis
said Bucky.
Red Spot Floor Enamel
didn't get into a ball game. The with three hits, 3-0, for his sevRaschl picked up some necesYanks eventually optioned him enth in a row.
sary savvy training with the
Red Spot 4-hr. Enamel
to Portland in the Pacific Coast
Raschi is well educated. He Yankees and a lot more under
League where he won eight played one year of ball at WilRed Spot Parmolite
Milkman Jim Turner, Portland
games and lost two.
liam and Mary College in Vir- manager.
During the Yanks' 19-game inia. A real student of the-game,
After his success in Portland,
winning streak, which last sum- he possesses .a fine fast ball and
Raschi won seven out of nine
Red Spot Flatwall Paint
mer tied the 1906 record of the a good curve and is well liked
decisions with the Yankees in 10
Chicago White Sox, Manager by his teammates. They call him
weeks last season. In the World
Red Spot Casein (original
Bucky Harris, oddly enough, "coffee head" for no good reason '
Series he made two brief relief
water paint)
needed pitching. Some of his at all.
appearances, being lifted for a
regulars had sundry ailments. On
Currently residing at Conesus, pinch hitter each time.
July 13, Harris bought Bobo New- N. Y., with his wife and daugh"He's my number one pitcher
som from Washington and re- ter, Vic came close to impairing
Your Paint Dollar Will Last Longer
now", says Harris. "I was always
called Raschi from Portland. his own eyesight when he was a
afraid to use him because he
Both started on the mound the freshman at Springfield Tech.
never had too much experience.
day they reported in Chicago and
As an outfielder he dove But now he's picked up 15 to 20
accounted for numbers 12 and through a sidedoor automobile
valuable pounds on his big frame
13 of that record streak.
window after a foul ball. It hap- and looks real good."
A week later Raschi pitched pened before shatter-proof glass
Raschi lost his first start to
and won game No. 19, beating and the crash left a two-inch
Washington this spring. He was
Cleveland, 7-2.
scar on Raschi's left cheek. Each wild and when he came over the
It is more than fortunate that time he shaves it looks like a
plate with his pitch the Senators
this quiet, unassuming Italian is fresh wound.
blasted it. But now he's right,
playing ball at all after what
Raschi's career in organized as the Philadelphia Athletics are
happened to his kid brother ball began with Amsterdam, N.
willing to attest. The A's were off
Y., in the Pony League in 1941. and running on two fine winning
He won 10 and lost 6. The next treaks, one that reached 10
year . with Norfolk, Va., in the straight and the other 8. Both
Piedmont League he won but 4 times Raschi stopped them and
and lost 10. He spent the follow- on one occasion he put the brakes
ing three years in the Army Air on Yankee tailspins.
Corps as a physical training inFor the last two seasons, or
structor, putting in five- months ince Harris' first full year as
at Miami Beach and the rest of manager, the Yankee No. 1 pitchthe time at Lowry Field, Denver. ng spot has been a battle beHe returned to baseball in tween Frank (Spec) Shea and
1946, splitting 20 decisions for Allie Reynolds. But now Harris
Lefty Gomez, then managing tas made up his mind. It took
Binghamton, N. Y., in the East- brilliant pitching by Raschi to do
ern League. Before the season t.
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BIG PIE EATING CONTEST
(to those who can qualify)

GREASED PIG CONTEST
ICE SITTING CONTEST
Save your Box Office ticket for the drawing.

Admission: 30c to all.
(tax included)
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39" wide - $1.59 to $1.95

SATURDAY AFTERNOON, July 3rd
MOTORCYCLE RACES
McKINLEY

Saturday Night, July 3

RODEO

Sunday Afternoon, July 4

Monday Afternoon, July 5

Just Secured!! New All Steel Grandstand
1,000 Reserved Seats — 50 cents Tax Included
ADMISSION: Races and Horse Show-75 cents including tax.
MOTORCYCLE AND RODEO RACES — $1.00 Plus Tax
SEASON TICKETS AVAILABLE.

BEAUTY CONTEST: Queen of Fair crowned
Friday Night in front of Grandstand.
For Further Information Contact J. T. JORNSON, Sec.-Treas.

HOPKINSVILLE FAIR INC., HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
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PRINTED RAYON CREPES
LARGEST
PIECE GOODS

June 29, 30, July 1 and 2

BOB

Dots

Printed -- Stripes

Highway 68

4 DAYS OF HORSE RACES—Harness and Running.
3 NIGHTS HORSE SHOW—Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
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PRINTED SPUN RAYONS
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39" wide - $1.25 to $1.75
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Eagle Kills Boy

Dairying Boosts
Incomes In Mason

Istanbul
Al' --- The seven
year-old son of a shepherd climbed a summit on the Anatolia pla
teau recently and prodded int.,
an eagle's nest. There was
scream from above and, as tie
helpless father and villagei
watched, an eagle swooped down
With the child in his claws, tie
bird soared upward and awa \
Those on the group watched tie
boy struggle furiously and final
ly break loose—to fall to his
death from more than 1,000 feet.

VA said.
The duration of any G. I. loan
depends upon terms of the contract between the veteran and
the lending institution. The maximum limits for repaymentwure
25 Years on home or business real
estate loan, 40 years on a farm
real estate loan and 10 years on
a nod-real estate loan. However-,
the contract may call for repay
ment of the loari, within a lesser period of years, depending
on conditions and the lender's
judgment. The loan must be repaid within the time limit specified in the loan agreement.
• • •
Veterans • wearing
artificial
limbs should have in their possession a Prosthetic Service Card
issued by the Veterans Administration, officials at the VA's
branch office in Colubmus 0.,
said today. This card enables the
amputee-veteran to get immediate repair service at government expense up to $35 Vithout
prior approval of VA.

One part shredded red cabbage mixed with two parts green
cabbage makes a satisfying slaw
combination; add both French
dressing and mayonnaise' for a
tangy and diffei ent touch.

flocks to increase
Dairying added about 91,200,sheep will be conto the incomes of Mason coun000
annual State-wide
ty farmers the past year, accordeepmen at the Ageriment Station at
ing to County Agent W. B. Cole 18.
lins. About 6,500 cows were
p raisers and feedmilked on around 900 farms.
Kentucky farmers
"The dairy business has grown
he College of *Agriwithout great cost", said the
inne Economics in
county agent. "Use of feed barns,
oblems of securing
tobacco barns and milking pares, the handling of include Edwin C. Marsh of the
lors has made milking easy and
the control of dogs, National 'Wool Growers Associaprofitable.
heat and ladino clo- tion; Howard Vaughn and J. C.
"Much of the milking is done
and the general sit- Peterson, western sheep ranchers,
by tenants, who sell whole milk
and Dr. Rufus Cox, Kansas sheep
entucky.
to the Carnation company. They
e speakers will be authority.
get a check every two weeks,
The meeting will begin at 9
alters, state commiswhich is used to help meet living expenses, and leaves incomes
griculture; Herschel a.m, and oe concluded with a
from tobacco, beef cattle and
Floyd Clay, Central banquet in the evening.
Preceding the Lexington meetother production for large exstock raisers; Cecil
penses and improvements.
toe Stitt and Russ ing, tours of sheep farms will be
Tel. 96
Princeton, Ky
"There is no conflict between
imission merchants; held in the following counties: IS-I IN FLIGHT — This picture of the X8-1 In flight over Muroc, Calif., was released by Air
her and other men Shelby and Henry, June 14; Owen Forces (June 10) when Secretary of Air W. Stuart Symington told a news conference that milk and tobacFo. Mason county
is still fifth or sikth in Kenge of Agriculture and and Grant, June 15; Clark, June the plane has flown "much faster than the ;peed of sound. AP Wirephoto)
tucky burley production, and
18; and Fayette and Bourbon,
mines.
the income from tobacco is three
from other states will June 17.
times the income from dairying,
Farmers who go on these tours
which is second to tobacco."
will see good commercial flocks,
fly Miss Nola Wilson
Agent Collins cited the exgroups of yearling ewes developW.M.S. met Thursday afterperience of Ira D. Hicks, who
ed from ewe lambs bought in the
rtlay Beginning Pt 10:30
The hatching percentage of noon with Mesdames Press Lilly,
New York — The death seat in took over a small herd when he
fall before, and purebred flocks.
a ,n or Shine
quail eggs at the Division of Gertie Cortner, Ernest Lacy, Les- an auto is the front seat beside bought a farm. The past year
If They Don't Sell
milk from 23 cows sold for
The human body contains ap- Game and Fish Farm is unusual- lie Ladd, Zora Wilson and Miss the driver, says Dr. Claire
If They Do Sell
L.
$6,381.34, which left him a subproximately 36,000 miles of cap- ly high this season and
Sell - - •
Wilson
Nola
present.
indicaStraith, Detroit plastic surgeon,
stantial profit after paying ex- Anybody Can Buy illaries, the smallest vessels used tions are that as
many if not
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lacy spent in the Journal of the American
penses. There now are many
by the circulatory system.
T. CAR EXCHANGE
more than the 25,000 baby chicks a day recently with Mr. and Mrs.
D AUCTION CO.
Medical Association. His name herds of 15 to 20 cows in Masdelivered to cooperating clubs
insville, Kentucky
Waylon Rogers.
for the seat comes from a stream on county, Collins said.
last season will be available this
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers of women and girls going to Haryear, the Division of Game and
Fish has announced. The first visited Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rog- ter Hospital, Detroit, to have
chicks appeared May 19, and sub- ers Sunday.
their faces repaired by plastic.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson
sequent hatchings have revealed
surgery. About 70 percent of
visited
his
father,
Dennis
Mr.
that about 85 percent of the eggs
REGULAR MEETING
have produced chicks. This may Wilson at Bainbridge Saturday them had been occupants of the
be compared to the hatching per- night and visited relatives at death seat at the time of an
Fulton Sunday.
auto crash. In those crashes onecentage of 65 percent last year.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd and third as many drivers were hurt.
The Division brooder houses
Home, farm or business loans
In one month's auto injuries
are being filled first this year Mrs. Zora Wilson visited Mr. and
negoiated under guaranty proMrs.
in
Claud
Lindsey
Detroit,
at
of
Proviall
kinds,
he
8 O'Clock - Lodge Room
says,
with brood stock for next year,
372 passengers were hurt. Of visions of the G. I. Bill may be
yet, a few clubs are being ship- dence recently.
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Miss Debris Rogers, of Hop- these nearly 70 percent were repaid any time before their due
ped birds now, it was pointed out.
date without premium or fee,
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.
Within a few weeks all birds kinsville, has been visiting Mrs. in the front seat beside the driver. With better roads and higher loan guaranty officials at the
will be channeled to cooperating Annie Rogers and family.
Gaydon Mitchell spent last speeds, the death seat injuries Veterans Administration Branch
clubs, and with this in mind the
with his grandparents, Mr. and deaths are becoming more Office in Columbus, 0., explained
week
game management department
and
Mrs.
Felix Mitchell
numerous. But Dr. Straith says today.
has sent to dubs heataig eleAlthough a G. I. loan contract
Mr. and Mrs. Vonell McIntosh speed is not the only cause of
ments, thermostats and a comcalls for amprtization in specified
plete set of instructions for the visited Mr. and Mrs. Rube Dil- injuries and death in the front
lingham recently.
seat. Other causes are knobs, monthly payments over a cerrearing of the birds.
Mrs. Zora Wilson visited Nola cranks, sharp ledges and drop- tain period of years, the law perThe clubs will be given ample
mits a veteran to repay the loan
information as to dates of arcival Wilson one day and night last down- ash receivers. Even at a
before its due date by increasweek.
speed
of
20
miles
an
hour,
a
of their birds, so that brooder
Mr. Denzil Crowe of. Hopkins- wornan had her face badly maul- ing payments or by rrytking a
Muses and keepers may be prelarge cash payment at any time.
pared. If the good hatch contin- ville spent Sunday at 'Mr. Rat- ed by gadgets when she fell forRepayments may
be made
ward.
ues, it was painted out, and bar- liff Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Kirby
A flat, wide cushion patterned without premium or fee for all
ring a disease in young quail,
spent part of last week at the to cover the dash so that a face or any part of the indebtedness.
the division feels confident more
bedside of Mr. Curtis Haile, un- will bump only smooth, soft sur- Advance payments must not be
birds will be available for clubs
cle of Mrs. Kirby.
face, he says, would reduce faci- less than the amount of one inthis season, with resultant installment or $100, whichever is
Mrs. Amanthas Baker recent- ial injuries immensely.
crease in number to be freed in
ly visited her daughter, Mrs. BerWindshields inflict many cuts, the lesser amount.
fields this fall.
ry Arvin, of near Hopkinsville. he says, and occasionally nearly
Advance payment will result
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Storms decapitate the victim. He advo- in substantial savings in interest,
Despite territorial losses since
Like MAGIC, KLTRFEES EVER-K,LEEN makes nes
have had as their visitors re- cates hinging windshields so that
World War II? the British Comcently Mr. and Mrs. Homer With- they would be forced outward by
old house look new—keeps it that way for years.
monwealth of Nations still has
erspoon, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley a blow just short of the glass.
more than half a billion people
EVER-KLEEN is—
Witherspoon, Mr. and Mrs. Mon- breakingforce.
and covers some 13,000,000 square
roe Burton and daughters and
WHITER THAN WHITE
miles.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McGowan
The hiss of big snakes like
SELF CLEANING (Stays White)
and son.
pythons and boa constrictors can
Red cells bring oxygen to the
APPLIED WITH BALL-BEARING EASE
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Storms and be heard a considerable distance.
tissues of the human body.
family, Mrs. Ethel Thomas visitThe rattling noise made by ratLet us talk with you about this super House Painted Mr. and Mrs. Desmond Hens- tlesnakes is caused by vibrations
ley.
of the tips of their tails.
Joe Oden returned home after visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Fiddles were not invented unHaile, Claxton community.
til the middle ages, hence the in- 1
Mr.
McGowan
Hugh
attended
strument on which Nero played,
For You To Feel Well
24 hours every day, 7 day• every the graduation exercises at St. while Rome burned, if he played
week,
never
stopping,
the
kidneys
filter
Louis where his son Hugh Den on that occasion, was not a fids here ... the great new postwar De Laval Magnetic
waste matter from the blood.
If more people were aware of how the was graduated from medical dle.
edway Milker offering you still better De Laval
kidney. must conetnntly remove •nr•
plus fluid, excess acids and other west, school.
lking and many other important advantages. De Laval
matter that cannot stay in the blood
Mrs. Rose Staten recently visitUnder the auspices of the Unitwithout injury to health, there would
'meeting works continually to improve . . . that's
he bettor understanding of why 04 ed Mrs. Hugh McGowan.
ed Nations' World Health Orwhole
eystem
is
unapt
when
kidneys
fail
the
y dairy farmers always look to De Laval for
and
Mrs..
Mr.
Rogers
Ratliff
to function properly.
ganization, about 50,000,000 EuroBurning,scanty or too frequent urinat in milking ... and get it! Ask us to explain &etc.
tion sometirnen warn, that something and Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Crowe pean children are being examIs
wrong.
You
may
hack.
suffer
nagging
called at Nola Wilson's Sunday ined by trained med for tuberportant new advantages to you:
ache. headache:, dissineaa, rheumatic
afternoon.
pains, getting up at night•, swelling.
culosis this year and 15,000,000
Better Milking • Improved Sanitation • Long. Service:We
Why not try Item's Pills? You will
Mrs. Aaron Rogers visited her will be vaccinated.
be using • medicine recommended the
I Gmater Dependability • Rugged Strength • Easi. Cleaning
country, over. Deon's stimulate the func- cousin, the former Miss Ola
More Compact Installation
•
Willed Design and Construction
tion of the kidneys and help them to
Mush out poisonous! wiset• from the Mitchell, who is a patient at JenLow., Operating Costs
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Doom's today. UN, with confidence. nie Stuart Hospital, last Sunday.
At ail drug stores.
Mrs. Wallace Oden and children and Mrs. Ethel Thomas recently visited Mrs. Aaron RoFredonia, Ky.
gers.
Mrs. L. W. Rogers, Miss Nola
Wilson, Mr. C. B. Rogers and
Mr. Steve Kirby were at Hopkinsville on business Thursday
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Aldridge
The soft non -glare satin-finish gives Here are some of the Outstandentertained with a pound party
an attractive charm to walls, ceilings ing Features of SATIN-LUX:
Saturday night.

Quail Eggs Hatch
Well This Season

Pleasant Grove

MEMORIAL S

Henry & Henry

Auto Death Seat
Is Beside Driver

B. P. 0. ELKS

TONIGHT

e NEW De Laval Magnetic,
iffi-Mir Milker

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalnurs
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

BUY, TRY. .

and woodwork.
Smart, matching color effects can be
made with BPS Identically Matched
Colors of FLATLUX and GLOS-LUX
. ask for descriptive folder.

Homogenized

GRADE A
Pasteurized
VACATION TIME
PURRS
AHD CAR THAT
DHAPPY, RESTEUL
MEAN
'IV,
YOURS 1
AYS ARE

3ia.threitet

It is richer, sweeter, better tasting, and contains
the vitamins necessary to good health,

A•fting away fora few days dews
foe anyone. tosiii con» bock notedthings
and
rolnwhed . . . with renewed Agar and
enthusiasm for Ow fob and everything
else.
If yea drive, e weeeth-running car
is
Impeder*. Fled out hew much ii whee P.

106 E. Court Square

I

;NA yaw (CH in A-1 condition, or Prods
for a Inter model , and for your other
vocation nowt,... than phone or tame
We'll gladly help with a friendly cosh
loan.

Phone 470

AtcCough !Paint Sc Wallpaper Store

Princeton, Ky. iEORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.
IRN1PrOr WfRfigfAINTANMINIOMMES1SIANTERIRD.IPPIPfORRIONfOrtafPfP1011910(ANIPIAMPIORPOWAIR AFfPfiffOliifl95,

•Brushes on easily.,dries quickly
•Hard, satin-smooth finish
•Stays clean longot..saves work
•New, beautiful pastel colors
•For walls, ceiling, woodwork
•Hand-rubbed effect on furniture
•Covers plaster,wood,wallboard
•Washing will not harm the finish
•Economical . . long wearing.

"The Complete Paint Store"
W. Ct. Sq.

.Phine 762
-
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Sunday Program
Ends Bible School

Classified Ads

Baptist Churches
Plan Evangelism

Recruiting Station
Doing Good Business
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OPEN TO ALL BUSINESS PEOPLE
By J. D. Anderson

7:00 p. m.

Library Building

Princeton, Ky.

Trade School
A public service of The Madisonville Area

1

Sponsored by

Retail Merchants Association
Princeton, Ky.
a
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PICNIC TIME IS HERE AGAIN

I PAPER NAPKINS 80 16(

pkg. of

NP,„AeIR SPOONS
PAPER FORKS P:'„gur:feen 9( PAPER PLATES
APPLE BUTTER 'Jar"' 20( PORK & BEANS "e:
T.OMATO CATSUP 1:tie 15( pD&gACKERS 45f
Peppery Hot, 15(
19
ARD
i‘cilE'f
GRAPE JUICE qSit:trs;ar
PAM12
20(
DEVILED HAM
(
52(
19
E
SAG
SAU
NNA
VIEStyle,
52(
Home
TREET
59
SHRIMP
FREEZING strivlpic ";:egt.
MARMALADE F:72Vinagre 23(
26(
u1e6:;.
OLIVES
2916oz.
35(
PEANUT BUTTERjar
PICKLES
21
33( SOUR PICKLES
SWEET PICKLES
10( TABLE SALT
FREEZING SALT
2k
PIK
NIK
22(
POTATO SALAD
PEAS
CIGARETTES
pEAs
lb 39(
25( COFFEE

(g.

fourteen

°I

pkg. of
ten

Saratoga Brand

Farm Brand

Ovenkist

Scott County

46oz can

etiuiJCE
Dr. Phillips

Pure

33(

25

46ca7

1.4i
;:n
os
z7n
4il
3 17

oz. can

4 oz.
can

Armour's Star
12 oz. can

725(
-2o2;or

7diogx.reLwet
Pe

10(

plain

jar

O
Gold Craft

Grandee, stuffed

22(

4 1-2 oz. jar
Picalilli, Monarch
16 oz. jar

FOR SALE: Restaurant fixtures
and stock. Will sell reasonably.
Stucco Inn, one block from
Hosiery Mill. 808 Washington
ltp
St., Princeton, Ky.

16 oz.
jar
4 lb.
box
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We Appreciate

"111:: Ib7xized
:
Ster

Shoe String Potatoes
4 oz. can

16 oz.
Poplar Brands, carton
$1.55
Ky. tax in.
Ind. $1.6I
School Day, Medium Size
Tender Alaska, 19 oz. can

Floridas
I lb bag

WEEKEND MEAT SPECIALS
Choice Veal

ROUND STEAK 're: 15( VEAL ROAST
le: 15( VEAL BREAST
LOIN CHOPS "'
g Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.

HI

Red Front Stores
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1,1

6
1[0

to P(.,,

ru
ticipate in V.F.W.'s District July 4th Celeb
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said

tion at Madisonville.
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PRINCETON'S MOST
BEAUTIFUL GIRLS

Store
ANNA CATHERINE MORRIS, Walker's Drug
MAR,CELLA WOOD, Wood Drug Store
SUE TRADER, General Auto Store
SUE DARNELL, Red Front No. 51
ROBERTA DALZELL, A&P
JEANETTE TALLEY, Dawson's Drug Store
SHIRLEY FARMER, Sula and Eliza Nall
HAZEL FULLER, Corner Drug Store
CLEMMA JOYCE KEENEY, Randolph Motors

MELVA CUMMINS, Sears Order Office

WANDA WADLINGTON, Lowery Dry Goods

•---ON SCREEN
A
FAST-MOVING
DRAMA
OF
LOVE
AND
HORSES!

towire
totos
imxt
;; ti-sio•
tif";
ottti
•
two- CIPUut NIL

to'

JUDY PRUETT, Pruett Brothers Grocery

friends, your thoughtfulness will be appre-

BETTY DUNN, Bill's Auto Store

ciated.

CYNTHIA CUNNINGHAM, McCaslin's Shoe Store
BETTY JO LESTER, Eldred Hardware Co.
WILMA WILLIAMS, Ben Franklin Store
LOU NELL RUSSELL, Federnesel Store

PLAY SAFE --- CALL US.

COME
APPLAUD

NANCY CARDIN, Goldnamer's
SHIRLEY QUINN, KU
Unannounced, McElroy's Store

pl

Week Days

idORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME
.NNINMINEN.

To Select Caldwell County's Queen

MARILYN TRADER, Princeton Music Company

Should you recommend us to your

24(
48(
49(Eel
[?,
42( r?,1

It
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BIG BEAUTY
PAGEANT

NOVA LEE HOLMES, Winstead Jewelers

15f POL
E BEA
Sweett
Se
GENS
AN
OR
.7.40(

Owensboro, Ky.,

ON OUR STAGE

PATSY HORN, Morgan's Furniture Store

and strongesf companies.
P

head

Listen to "Bin
WVJS 6 P. M.

can rest assured that it is placed in the best

The Coffee with the wonderful flavor
Loving Cop
3 lbs. $1.12

S
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLE
hncier4
Ky. M;o
jumbo heads
4 doz. size
large juicy
Sun Kist

the business you have given us and you

0
1(

lbalec, early June
Happy1 V

TREAT YOUR FAMILY TO A RAISIN PIE
California Seedless Raisins 15 oz. pkg. 16c

LETTUCE
LEMONS

60 Already Enroled In
Fish and Game
Association Here

arz.
16Io

Lady Betty,

NIGHT at 8:

Sportsmen's Club .1
Seeking Members

Bond's, whole

Bond's, whole,

1

FOR RENT: House on Varmint
Trace Road. See William Pickltp
ering or phone 572.
2
/
LOTS FOR SALE: 100x180. 31
Miles f r om Princeton on
Highway.
Princeton-Dawson
See Erby Cruce, same address.
ltp
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TUESD40AP.YM.

MONDAY, JUNE 21 THRU JUNE 24

FOR YOUR

JO ANN WATSON, Joiner Hardware

JOHN E. YOUNG INS. AGENCY
Tel. 25

NI

Cost

ATTENTION

Four Two Hour Classes

g1'

76

"HMV

FREE CLASSES IN SALESMANSHIP
Helping Your Customer To Buy

EeR,J

Princeton, Ky.

Unannounced, Western Auto Stores
JO ANN KING, J. C. Penny's
ROSELLA COTTON, Templeton's Greenhouse

FAVORITE!

